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1. This paper is designed to meet the request cf the Statistical Commissicn that 
draft guidelines should be prepared on series of social indicators within the fra.r.o.e
work of tr.e System of Social and Demographic Statistics (SSDS) for consideration by 
the eighteenth session of the Commission. It reviews tr.e international work on 
social indicators discusses the purposes, scope and concepts of the series, and the 
criteria and techniq,ues of constructing them; and delineates the role cf social in
dicators in the SSDS, the social concerns to 1,hich tr.ey are addressed and the pro
i:i:osed series themselves. The draft series cf social indicators and the underlying 
social concerns are tabulated in tr.e annex to this paper as well as discussed in 
the text. 

2, The draft guidelines en the series of social indicators of the SSDS in this 
paper are intended to extend, r11odify and clarify those in the prelimir,ary and final 
versions of "Towards a system of social and demographic statistics" .l/ The propos
als in this paper reflect tr.e results of work on social indicators that was carc-ied 
out after the latter documents on the SSDS as a whole were prepared. 

3. As in the case of document ST/STAT .68 e,nd its final version, the proposalc in 
this paper are designed to furnish guidelines on goals which statistically advanced 
countries would find useful to consider in develcping a full body cf social indica
tors. It is recognized in the draft guidelines that for this purpose, countries 
will, on the whole, wish to select and adopt series from the recomr:;ended social in
dicators in the light of their own social concerns and statistical system. It is 
not intended to start international reporting of comparable social indicators until 
a number of countries have evolved an appreciable body of social indicators and then 
only in step with the pace with which they compile anc issue these series. The 
series of social indicatcrs proposed in this paper are not intended to serve as 
guidelines on goals for developing these series in the case of statistically less 
a~vanced countries. This subject is to be dealt with in the fu:rtr.er work on th<g 

SoDS. /2f'4',/7.J/ 3 -;y: 5,-

4. This document is to be discussed and cor.ucented on by the fourth sessic'lh'3{/4he , 
Working Party on the System of Social a;:id Demographic Statistics of tr.e Conference 
of European Statistieians, which will cceet 4-8 June 1974. It is hor,ed tr.at the 
specialized agencies of the United Nations and certain other International agencies 
engaged in work on social indicators will he represented at the meeting,. The .. :r~ 
of the fourth session of the Working Party will he made available to the eighteenth 
sessicn of the Statistical C9r.,mission. ------

I. SUGGESTED ACTION BY THE STATISTICAL COMMISSION 

5. After considering this document the eighteenth sessicn of the Commission may 
wish: 

(a) To recomr:;end preliminary guidelines on se,,ies of social indicators in the 
context of the SSllS :or the use of statistcally advanced countries in developing a 
full body of social indicators, based on this document modified, as necessary, in 
the light of the Commission's discussions and conclusions; 

l} The prelimina:cy version was issued as document ST/STAT.68, United Nations 
secretariat, 24 July 1973. The f-inal ve,,sion will be published toward the end of 
1974. 
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(b) To request that the prel1minary guidelines should be issued and circulated; 

(c) To request that a high order of priority should be given to formulating 
draft guidelines on social indicators in the contex-:c of an SSDS suited to the re
quirements and circumstances of the statistically less developed countries. 

While the preliminary guidelines on social indicators may need to be modified in the 
light of the further work on the full SSDS, it is thought that the number of coun
tries now engaged in developing series of social indicators will find them useful in 
thil.t work. 

II. INTERNATIONAL ACTIVtTIES CONCERNING SOCIAL INDICATORS 

6. Concerted work internationally on social indicators per se began in the late 
19{,0s, stimulated by the increased national and international concerns about the 
conditions and quality of life and the distribution of the fruits of economic growth. 
This work is being carried on by world and regional intergovernmental bodies, such 
as members of the United Nations family, the Council -of Europe, the Council for 
Mutual Economic Assistance and -the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Devel
opment, by non-profit bodies, such as the Social Science Research Councils of the 
Nordic countries, of the United Kingdom and of the United States and the Institute 
for Social Research, University of Michigan and by individual scholars. The pur
poses, character and scope, and construction of social indicators are still the 
major subjects of attention in many of these pro,jects; the cross-national collection 
and compilation of comparable social indicators has been undertaken in a few projects. 

7. The Social Science Research Councils of the Nordic countries sponsored an in
quiry into levels nf living in these countries which, in addition to objective in
dicators of standards of living, gathered data on individuals' perceptions and atti
tudes. Work at the Institute for_Social Research, University of Michigan has con
centrated on-indicators of individuals' aspirations and perceptions. The Social 
Science Research Councils in the United Kingdom and in the United States have con
vened international conferences on social indicators. 

8. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and the 
United Nations are the intergovernmental bodies which have engaged in the most com
prehensive work on social indicators. The statistical arms of the specialized 
agencies of the United Nations - the J<'ood and Agriculture Organization, the Inter
national Labour Office, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization and the Wdrld Health Organization - are concerned with social indica
tors in their own areas of responsibility; the Council of Europe and the Council for 
Mutual Economic Assist_ance a.re -aevoting a certain amount of attentior. to social in
dicators on a broad range of' living conditions. 

9, The Manpower and Social Affairs Directorate of OECD began in 1970 to delineate 
the social concerns to which social indicators should be addressed. This work was 
completed by the publication in 1973 of a_~ist of social concerns that had been 
approved by the member countries of OECD • .0' The list of social concerns focuses on 
defining goals in respect of the various aspects of individuals' well-being, some
t.imes in perceptional te-rms. The OECD Directorate is now engaged in formulating 
series of' social indicators- for purposes of monitoring the social concerns. Empha
sis is being given to delineating the series in respec~ of the various social con
cerns that are conceptually best. 

g/ List of Social Concerns co=on to Most OECD countries, Social Indicator 
Programme, Vol. 1, Manpower a.iid Social Affairs Dil'ectorate, Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development, Paris, 1973. 
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10. The Stat.istical Office of tl:e United Ii>l.tior_a has taken a somewhat different 
approach to formulating series of social indicators and t:he socia:_ concerns to which 
they are addressed. Work has been ca:rr-ied on simul i::arn~cusly on social concerns and 
social indicators within the context of the SSDS. AGtention has been focussed on the 
subjects, and not the goals,, of r3ocial concerns and the series of social indicat,ors 
have beet:: ~e~red to the

7
7tTU?'.,1.:re, basie da:,a> ~,nd, linkages cf t~e SSDS.,as well as 

to the socia.:. concerns .di Tn1s w0.:r1.._ on socJ_al indicators riega.n 1n early a.r..d 
resu7 te~ in the ~ssue .?f t~e _ Co~:1111ent 

11
J~ sys~em ?f ~emog~afihi~!. rEan~ower ~,t)d social 

s,.:t;at1st1.cs: serit·3, c.Lassifica~ions ana social 1.nd;.ca:-.,:__,rs 0r/STAJ.. ) .0 The 
pi3,pe:~ was discussed by mee-t,ings in Africa, Asia aq.d Etn··Jpe and circulated to cation
"·l statistical auth.orities for detailed co,r,ment .:'if Based or, the results cf these 
consultations and of fUi":;her research, proposals on social concerns and on series of 
social indicators :r:ere J.ntegrated i:.1to r.he draft guidelines on :J:e SSDS as a whole 
in the documer:t 11A sys~em of demographic and social statistics" (E/CN.3/432) thao 
was discussed by the seventeenth sessicr~. of the Statistical Cora.-nission and the 0hir6 
sessi9q cf the European Werking Party on a Systerr; of Demographic and Social Statis
tics.§.; The present paper re::'lects the conclusions of those discussions, t~e treat
ment of social indicators in the latest documen-c on the SSDS as a whole ( ST/S:I'AT .68) 
and the studies of social indicatcE'S conducted during the last year or sc. 

III. PCRPOSES, SCOPE t,:;iT, CCNCTI'TS CF SOCIAL_ I?IDICATORS 

11, This section of the paper reviews the major vieh.,S c,f international organiza
tions, governmen:;s and private 1esea.rch todies and scholars ccncernihg the purposes, 
scope and cor:cept~ 

1
of social indicators and indicates the approach proposed in :-,.:}e 

case of the SSDS .L The views differ as to the range a.nd ki ·:1d of uses whic':1 soc ia,l 
indicators should be designed to serve and tne:.cefore as to the appropriate scope and 
character of social indicators, The differ~nces in the concepts of social indic3.tcrs 
also stem frorr: differences i.n the app~;_:oach taken to r;:easurc':rr.ent and :iegree of a.ggre
ga~-;ion. 

2f ?tis approach to social J :1dicatcrs is mt1-ch more :fully o:..scussed and corr:pa~ed 
with ~hat of_ the OECD later in this paper. 

13.../ Statistical Office of the United Nations, April 1971. 

2/ "Report of tl:e seventh sess~on. of .Af1·ican s~atisticir:,ns, 13-22 October 1971°, 
Uni t~d Nations Economic Corum I ssion f o.r Africa; It Report ::Jf the Working G:t'oup on Social 
Statistics, 27 Septerrber - 6 Octabel' 1971", AS2.1J.\:-::/:-lGS-S/12; Uniter:! Nations Econorr.ic 
Qommission fc:c Asia and the :i:i·a:r nRepor·~ of ti1e second session of the Wo:ckir__g 
Party on a System of Der:tog!·aph"lc and Soc~al Stat::.sticstt, Confe1,ence of European 
Scat"lsticians, WG.34/7, 2~ i,1ay 1971. · 

§./ Statistical Cor.:missicn Re ort on the Seventeenth Session :i.3 24 November 
1972, E/5236, E CN.3/440, Economic and Social Council, Official Records: fifty
fourth session, Supplement No. 2, Uniteec !%~ions, New York 1973, ''Report of the 
third session of the Wo_\'king Party on e, System of Demcgraphic 9,nd Social Statistics'':, 
Conference of European Statisticians, WG.34/7, 31 May 1972. 

]} Other· discussions of t!1is -copic appear in Wolfgang Zapf, ttsocial indicators: 
Prospects for social accounting systemst\ Social science information, ll (3/4), pp. 
243-277.~ C • .lL J.vloser, nsocial indicators - systems, :uetbods and p:::'oblerr:sn, The Review 
of Income and Wealth, number 2, June 1973; and Robert Parke end Eleanor Sheldon, 
0
Social indicators one yea.c later: An ove:rview0

, paper prepared for the Social In~ 
dicato1~s Conference Social Science Research Council, Washing ten, D. C .. "' mimeo. 
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A. Monitoring trends in -;1-ell-being o:r welfare 

1, Wc,ll• being 

12, Probably the narrowest view of the purposes for which social indicators are 
wanted is that they should be designed for easy monitoring by governments or the 
society of the degree of success· (or fai:ure) in reaching generally accepted goals 
in respect of individuals' well-being. I-'o:,· t:iis purpose, the social indicators aTe 
restricted to those aspects of individuals' conditions of living for whi-ch goals 
have been formulated in government policies or in soc.i.al consensus; and, ideally, 
the goals are defined in terms of comprehensive, funda.Tental (ultimate) objectives 
in respect; of the state of the various aspects of well-being, for example maintaining 
a healtb.y life, acquiring an education -for in:.ividua}. development and successful 
social participation, attaining a satisfactory working life. '.l'he social indicators 
required to monitor tr"e extent to which these goals a1·e reached a,:,e usctally called 
measures of outputs (results) in coun~er ois'cinctio'1. to measures relating to sub
sidiary (intermediate) goals, whicl: are geCJ.erally named ,,:easures of inpu-:;s. The 
measures in respect of subsidiary goals relate to two differer:-:; types of objectives: 
one concerning t;he components (subdivisions) of·the overall state of ~he varic:us 
aspects of well-being and th~ other relating 1:,0 facilities, ac~ivities, events, etc. 
for purposes of bringing about the desired states.. Examples cf the first co)1cept 
are l:ealth a cc various s'.::ages of life, children's acquisition of knowledge, skills 
and values for their development ar:.d adults' maintenance, adap-:;ation and extension 
of knowledge and s,cills or satisfactory employment activity and security, emp:oyment 
remuneration and impact of working conditions on health. Illustrations of the second c·oncept 
are the provision a.r"d use of fa~ilities for preveCJ.ti ve medicine, surgery, etc., c:he 
successful comple-:;ion of an elementary educe.ti.on and the provision and use of adult 
education facilities,_ the prov-ision of emplo;1'lllent opportunities, the provision and 
-use of employm.ent exchanges 8,nd pi'otect.Lrn .. agair:.st cccupational injuries and diseases .. 
I-:; is desirable to distinguish th2 two concep:;s of inte"·mediate goals, CJ.a.ming the 
first subsidiary or ,;onsti tutent ou-::puts and the second, inputs. Because it is fre
quently no~ feasible ·to const,:,uct measu::ces of comp,cehensive, ultimate objectives, in 
practice, the goals of social co!lce:rns are ofter. defined in terms of subsidiary 
outputs .. 

13, Thus, the approach ou-::lined above results in a limited number of highly aggre
gated, essentially unrelated social indicators which furnish an easily understood 
panorama of the extent to which social goa:s have been attained. This is approxi
mately t;he view o::· social indica;;o,:,s ta,ce'1 in OECD' s work 0'1. the subject. 

14. W'nile t!:e approach under discussion results in easily grasped social indicators 
which bear directly on curren:; government or general concerns, -it yields limited in~ 
forr.iation en states of, and t1·ends i'1., welfare. Aspects of living conditions con
cerning which there is diversity cf views as to desirable goals, for example the 
growth of population, or relatively little immediate iCJ.terest, may not be covered. 
Little, if any, attention is devoted to the range (dist~ibution) of states of welfare 
among categories of the population, for example -:;he aged, national or ethnic grou;:s, 
socio-economic classes, or to the imuact of the family or government on individw1ls' 
welfare. Nor do c:he social indicators furnish the data on the subsidia,:,y components 
of, or inputs int-0, the states of wel"i'a!'e wanted for purposes of assessing, diagnosing 
or anticipating these conditions. 
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15. Some of the limitations in information outlined above a.re removed when the pur
poses of social indicato1s are considered to be the monitoring of the various facets 
of welfare which are, or may become, the subject of government or general social con
cern. Gearing the indicators to the subjects, rather than to the normative goals, of 
social concerns in the long run, as well as the short run, allows for the coverage of 
all aspects of welfare, This approach al3o calls for social indicators on the living 

\Levels of various categories of the population, a.s well as of the society as a whole, 
and on the key con,;:,onents of these living conditions. In 0L1er words use is made of 
both moderately disaggregated and highly aggregated indicators of outputs. Because, 
sometimes, it is not feasible to compile measures of outputs, recourse is taken to 
proxy indicators of inputs in this approach as well as in that discussed in the pre
ceding section. Attention is also devoted to family and household welfare and their 
impact on individuals' living conditions~ The social indicators under discussion 
therefore yield data which may be used to detect incipient social problems, as well 
as monitor recognized ones, to set goals (targets) for attaining better levels of 
living, and to assess certain interrelationships between the various dimensions of 
welfare and some circumstances with which states of, and trends in, welfare vacy. 
However, because the series of indicators mus,:; be restricted in number in order to 
promote use by government policy makers and similar officials, their degree of classi
fication and detail and therefore their analytical and predicative uses, are neces
sarily limited • 

16. The measures of the state and distribution of welfare. furnished by the social 
indicators proposed in this paper follow the approach discussed above. Because the 
indicators are structured within the framework of the SSDS and thus are co-ordinated 
and linked, their uses in explanatory and projection models are enhanced. None the 
less, these uses of the social indicators are still limited by imposing the essential 
restraints on the number of indicator series. These questions are more fully dis
cussed in a later section of this paper. 

B. Monitoring social service facilities and activities 

17. In addition to the indicators discussed in the precading section, social indica
tors are wanted on the availability, use and output (activities) of the facilities of 
society especially devoted to living condit :ions. These series should be designed to yield a 
simplified running inventory of the key sociaJ_ service inputs of governments and 
other bodies into maintaining and furthering levels of living. The indicators on the 
social services, when co-orditi> ted with, and used in conjunction with, the social in
dicators on living conditions, will furnish valuable data for watching and assessing 
the performance of the social services. Easily comprehended, aggregated information 
oh the availability and performance of the social services is wanted in order to 
monitor the adequacy and effectiveness of the available social services and to detect 
needs to modify, alter or expand them. 

JS. Providing access to social services and promoting and facilitating their use are 
it,1;iortant ways in which governments and private non-profit bodies seek to affect, in 
otL<sr words make inputs into, living conditions. Thus, governments often set goals, 
whic'> are pf course intermediate in character, in respect of the availability and use 
of vac·ious kinds of social services. The compilation of a relatively few telling in~ 
dicators is, in general, much more feasible in the case of these intermediate inputs 
than in 'che case of outputs of the social services, that is their final inputs of 
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services into states of welfare. On the other hand, the links between states of 
welfare (benefits from the social serv-:i:cest·· and the activities of these services are 
of course closer; social indicators are therefore wanted to the extent that is pos
sible on the output of the social services, to monitor and assess their performance~ 
effectiveness and efficiency. (The indicators in question should relate to both the 
quantity and quality of the output, for example man-hours of instruction, etc. and 
rates of successful completion, respectively, in the case of a given level of 
edu¢ation.) This involves finding that a high degree of correlatioJJ" exists between 
states of, or trends in, a given aspect of welfare and the output of the relevant 
social service(s). For this purpose account must be ta.ken of other factors and cir
cumstances influencing the aspect of welfare in question to avoid establishing spu
rious correlations. Because the characteristics of receivers of a given social ser
vice may often have significant weight in determining the benefits apparently derived 
from the service, in this paper, the benefits ( directly related state of welfare) 
are distinguished from the output of the social service. This distinction is often 
r.ot drawn. 

19, The proposed series of social indicators of the SSDS include measures of the 
availability, use and output of the social services. In order to keep the number of 
series to a minimum, these indicators, especially in the case of output, a.re sub
stantially aggregative in character. As a. result, while the indicators are valuable 
in assessing the adequacy and output of social services, they furnish little informa
tion for purposes of determining the specific character, magnitude and estimated 
costs of needed improvements in the services. The series under discussion may also 
furnish useful explanatory variables concerning levels of living. 

C. Measuring individuals' aspirations and perceptions 

20. The approaches to social indicators discussed above focus on objective (imper
sonal) quantitative measures of living conditions. This is a common characteristic 
of the predominant approaches to social indicators of government and intergovern
mental bodies. As a. result, aspects of living conditions, such a.s freedom, social 
participation and cohesion, or social dissatisfaction and unrest, a.re generally not 
dealt with in the systems of social indicators. Nor is information gathered on in
dividuals' aspirations and perceptions concerning their welfare. Yet, what they 
consider important, as well a.s their goals, may differ from the conclusions reached 
by government officials; even their perceptions a.nd objective measures of their state 
of well-being may differ. It has been said that in the final analysis, "the quality 
of life is in the eye of the beholder" and that he best knows his goals in this 
respect. 

21. These considerations have brought about the emphasis in the ca.se of certain 
academic circles on defining and measuring social indicators in terms of the indivi
duals' aspirations, perceptions, sa.tisfac~~ons or dissatisfactions and related atti
tudes in respect of conditions of living,£/ Individuals are queried about such 
m"ltters as the importance that they attach to, and the goals they have.for, varlous as
pects of living conditions, how well off they believe themselves to be, and their 
extent and sources of satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Answers are usually sought 

§) Two primary sources concerning this approach a.re, Hadley Cantril, The Pntterr 
of Humah Concerns, (New Jersey, University of Rutgers, 1965), and Angus Campbe1-l and 
_Phillip Converse{ The Human Meaning of Social Cha.nge, (New York, Russell Sage 
Foundation, 1972). 
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in qualitative te:r·ms, for example through selection from scaled categories, to a 
considerable number of interlocking queries so that the consistency of and lirka.ges 
between attitudes and perceptions may be investigated, in addition to being arrayed. 
The questions often relate to social service inputs as well as to subsidiary and ulti
mate outputs. The fo.rcculation of these queries and the collection of answers to them 
is a difficult, costly task. Furthermore, individuals may be too vague or short
sighted in their aspirations and perceptions to yield valuable data for purposes of 
as§essing and diagnosir.g their living conditions. None the less, it would be advan
tageous to use the app.roach under discussion to compile some social indicators on 
ir,portant aspects of living conditions for which objective, quantitative measuren:ent 
is not feasible. A few social concerns in the OECD list are phrased in terms of in
dividuals' perceptions of how well-off they are or in terms of their degree of satis
faction with tLeir state. This approach is not used in the case of social concerns 
and indicators proposed in this paper; at present, the SSDS does not include basic 
data on individuals' perceptions or attitudes. 

D. Measuring social st:0 uctures, conditions and processes 

22. As is e1tphasized above, the broades~ concept of social indicators proposed in offi
cial work en the subject, is that they a.re summary series concerning the state of, and tren<i 
in, living conditions and in the availabiHty and performance of the related social 
services. The indicators usually do not :relate to the social structures or behaviour 
patterns underlying these stateo and trends. No do :;hey present sufficiently detailed 
information on welfare conditions for purposes of more than cursory analysis or pro -
jection. 

23. In the work of private research bodies and scholars, the concept of social indi
cators has been extended to cover data on social structures, behaviour and processes, 
including relatively detailed data on welfare conditions .2/ A distinction is appar
ently not drawn between social indicators, on the one hand, and social statistics and 
accounts, on the other. This approach to social indicators is not only the broadest 
in scope but also the most theoretical and analytical in concept. Emphasis is put on 
basing the indicators cm theories about social st,·uctures, behaviour and processes and 
en furnishing daca for purposes of social analysis, projections and forecasting, and 
engineering. Increasing atotention is being devcited to ~QE, use of the data in devising 
explanatory, causal, forecasting and simulation ciodels .1Q/ It is considered that it 
is necessary to found the series of data on analytical and theoretical considerations 
for purposes of the coherent and effective monitoring, assessment and diagnosis of 
living conditions and the resoJ.ution of social problems. 

]/ See, for example, Eleanor •Sheldon and Wilbert Moore, eds. Indicators of Social 
Change, Concepts and Measurements, (New York, Russell Sage Founda'sion, 1968); Rollert 
Parke and Eleanor Sheldon, "social statistics for public policy", (Washington, D.C., 
Social Science Research Council, 1973) mimeographed. 

1S!/ For some examples of the use of the data for these puTposes, see William G. 
Bowen and T. Aldrich Finegan, The Economics of Labo,· Force Participation, (Princeton 
University Press, 1969) :, James Coleman and associates, E uality of Educational 
Opportunity,(Washington, D.C., U.S. Office of Education, 19 9 ; Duncan Featherman and 
Duncan, Socio-economic Background and Achievemer,~,(New York and London, Seminar Press, 
1972); H.M. Blalock, ed., Cau&al lfodels in the Social Sciences, (Chicago, Aldine 
Press, 1971). 
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24. The scope of the approach under discussion corresponds to that of the SSDS as a 
whole. It is too broad in scope and too long-run and theoretical in character for 
use in the work of governmental and intergovernmental bodies on social indicators. 
Delineation of underlying circumstances and factors in the state of, and trends in, 
welfare conditions would however be of great value for purposes of selecting and 
compiling efficient and powerful social indicators. 

IV. CRITERIA AND MErHODOLOGY OF SOCIAL INDICA:TORS 

25, This pa.rt of the paper deals with c-riteria and techniques for compiling the 
social indicators discussed in section A and B above. 

A. Criteria for delineating social indicators 

26. Some of the criteria that should be used in devising the social indicators under 
discussio.n follow from the purposes and concepts of these statistics th&t are out
lined in sections A and B above; other criteria relate to statistical series in gen
eral. Considerationsof the former type are: how appropriate - that is how relevant 
and indicative - a.re tl,e social indicators to the measurement of the social concerns 
for which they are intendedl how great is their degree and power of summarization; 
how well are the series of indicators co-ordinated, linked and structured? Consider
ations of the latter type refer to the reliability and accuracy, consistency over 
time, timeliness and feasibility of compilation, of the social indicators. 

1. Appropriateness 

27. To be relevant to given social concerns about the welfare of the population or 
the correlated social services, social indicators should, of course, furnish measures 
of absol•ute levels o:,, trends which conform with the aspect of living conditions or 
the social service in question. These measurements may be direct of indirect. The 
subject and unit of measurement of the former type of social indicators would be 
defined to coincide with the totality or the parts of the t~pic of the social con: 
cern in question.; they would be output indicators of that state of affairs. Examples 
of these output indicators are rates of net increase in population in the case of 
concerns about the population growth or the proportion of the population economically 
active and expected years of working life at minimum employment -age in the case of 
concerns about labour force participation. Sometimes, the feasible direct measures 
of the state of concern, for example the character, frequency and duration ofdisabilt~ 
ties in the c·ase-of the gcal of a healthy life, relate to its obverse. Indirect (proxy) measures 
in r.espect of the subject of a given social concern may be indicators on ip.puts into it 
or other circumstances with which the subject in question is highly correlated, The 
greater the correlation, the more appropriate (reliable) is the proxy social indica
tor. This would also be the case when output series on one, two or so selected com
ponents of an aspect of welfare or of social service are used as indicators of the 
whole. In general, substitutes for direct measures of the totality of a subject of 
a social concern are likely to be better indicators of its trends than its absolute 
level. 

2, Summarization 

28. As the number of social indicators should be kept to the essential minimum, 
they should be designed to incorporate information on as much of a given social con
cern as is feasible without blotting out information on the major facets of the 
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concern needed for purposes of assessing the state of affairs. The objectives of 
eutllDlli.rizat:Lon and of disaggregation must therefore ·be balanced, one against the 
other, in designing social indicators. 

29. A social indicator may be designed to furnish information on the whole, or a 
substantial portion,of a social concern through aggregating data on the components 
(facets) of the concern or through covering the key determinants ( factors or circ'1"'
stances) of the subject of the social concern. In the case of the former approach 
to sul!llllarizatiori it may be necessary to assign weights to the components but infori:s,
tion for this purpose may not be available, An example of this situation would be b' 

attempt to devise a single comprehensive social indicator on the state of working cc 
ditions or the severity of criminal offences and victimization. The extent 'towhl.cc -.ob 
latterapproach to summarization may be used is even more limited; the strategic under 
lying factors or circumstances are frequently not known. An example of this would be 
the attempt to devise one comprehensive indicator of inter-generational mobility. 

3. Co-ordination and structuring 

30. So that they may be used in combination to monitor and assess the socio-econo.r,_c 
situation, social indicators should form a co-ordinated, coherent and linked body of 
data. It should be the case for the social indicators on the various aspects of liv
ing conditions and of social services, as well as on a given aspect of welfare. Thi: 
means that the social indicators should be formulated within a coherent framework 
structured to interrelate and lirik the series of data. This framework should also be 
used in developing the basic statistics required to compile the social indicators. 

4. Reliabili tu accuracy and comparability 

31. The major uses of social indicators in monitoring and assessment demand relia~" 
and consistent series over extended periods of time but not necessarily a very high 
degree of accuracy. This is so because those uses of the series do not usually call 
for very precise comparisons or rigorous manipulation. The reliability, degree of 
accuracy and comparability of the social indicators will necessarily reflect that of 
the basic statistics from which they are cpmpiled. At the same time,. the compilation 
and scrutiny of the social indicators should be of assistance in evaluating the re
liability, accuracy and consistency of the basic statistics. 

5. Timeliness 

32, To promote government officials' attention to and use of social indicators, they 
should furnish timely annual panoramas of the populations' living conditions and 
problems and of the social series' performance. More frequent, timely social indi<:-' 
tors may be needed on problems of welfare which are the subject of major current-,·,
terest and action, Perhaps annual publications on social indicators should be i3sued 
within at._.le.ai,t the half year after the last year to which they relate. 

6. Feasibility 

33. In developing social indicators, attention should be devoted to :!;he feasibilit;; 
of gathering and tabulating the required basic statistics, as well as to the social 
concerns to which the indicators are addressed •. Feasibility might be evaluated in 
terms of the foreseeable future and in terms of the costs of, as well as the records, 
techniques, operations, etc. for, gathering and compiling the required basic statis
tics if they are not already available. The development of a co-ordinated, coherenc 
and lin.½:ed body of practicable social indicators should be of assistance in system
atizing, expanding and improving basic socio-economic statistics. 
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34, N◊t in:freq1-<ently, it may be found that it is impracticable to gatoher and compilf> 
the basic data i·equired to compile the "ideal" social indicator( s) relating to a 
given social concern. This is more likely to be the case for social indicators on 
comprehensive,ultimate outputs (benefits) than on narrawer, subsidiary outp1-<ts and 
for so.cial indicators on outputs than on inputs. 'rhen the alternatives are ( i) to 
re-define the social conc~rn in terms of its subsidiary, obverse or other closely 
related concerns which c°'i!ld be served by f~asible indicators or (ii) to substitute 
practicable input or highly correlated indicators for the "ideal" social indicator. 

I 

B. Statistical techniques for constructing social indicators 

55. This section outlines techniques of surnmarizing data that are of interest in 
com~iling soc;a1 indica!?r~. The in~icators may_con~ist_of simple or synthetic S1;llll
rr.aries of basic data, for example a percentage distribution of aata or a combination 
of a range cf data in an index number, respectively, The means of sum:narization 
selected in the case of a given social indicator will depend c,n the message it is 
designed to convey and the basic data available for compiling it. 

1, Simple social indicators 

36. Simple social indicators consist of such sUDllJ'.aries of basic data as proportions 
of a population of a given characteristic, rates of incidence or of change, measures 
of severity, elapsed time, etc., means, medians and other figures of central ten
dency, percentage distribution or fractile groups and measures of skewness and kur
tosis. 

37. Proportions, for example on the prevalence 01' illiterates in a population, bn 
the economically active among persons above minirr,um cmplcyment age, on households 
with a television are frequently used in compiling social indicators on the 
state of a given facet of living conditions, The state rr.ay relate to a point of time 
or a period of time; it is called a stock in the SSDS. Rates of incidence, fer 
example birth, death or disability :rates, are also comrr.only used proportions; they 
deal with the frequency of events (called flows in the SSDS) during a period of time. 
The proportion of a population (universe) in a given state or experiencing a given 
event is often relatively easily computed; the needed figures are of course the mun
bers (total and the- portion in the given state or experiencing the given event) of 
the involved universe, for exrucple, persons, households, man-hours worked, etc. 

38. Rates of change in a stock or a flow, for example average annual rate cf change 
in employment or in household available income, respectively, a:re less frequently 
needed than rates of prevalence in constructing social indicators. 

39. Examples of measures of severity are average duration of events such as spells 
of unemployment or of hospital stays and average property loss by victims of crimir:;a2. 
offences. Social indicators of a similar form are series on average elapsed time of 
shifts from one state to another, for example 1·rom the charge to the disposition of 
a criminal offence, frorr:. one ltind of economic activity to another, The basic data 
for compiling such indicators may be difficul~ to gather because they involve longi
tudinal or retrospective inquiries. 

40. Arithmetic means and medians are the most commonly used measures of central 
tendency in compiling social indicators. While arithmetic means are much more 
easily computed and manipulated thAn =dians, t.l,,py are of course inefficient measures 
of central tendency in the case of skewed distributions. Medians, quartiles, deciles, 
etc. are therefore frequently used in the case of social indicators on the distrib" 
tion of income or consumption. 
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41. )feans, medians, etc. of e-0'..lrse involve eardinal measuyement cf the state ( s..tock) 
or event (flow) in question. Many of the series on socie.l welfare consist of classi
fica1:;ions of persons, householCs, e~c. according -:o qualit:ative charac;:;eris".:;ics, for 
example ethnic origin, socio-economic class, type of living g_'.larter-s ~ orde:r to 
portray such distributio:1s, percer:tages a:::-e sr.own on the population in question fall
ing into each category. 

42. In the case of attributes., the 1neasures of which are ordinal or cardina1,f·rac
'tile groups, that is di vision of" persons, households, etc. ordered according to the 
magnitude of the attritute in question i .to a number of cL sses of equal nu!'.!",bers of 
persons, households, etc., are a convenient and valuable means o: po:,.,traying the 
cl:aracter of, in particular inequalities in, the distribution of the attribute. 
This is so, for exan1ple, in tt:e case of distributions according to size of income, 
accoroing to magnitude of consumption,according to severity of e given event, acco:rd
ing to time available :oT leisure. .The degree of ir..equali ty may be measured in 
tere'.ls of" the proportion of tr.e attribute accounted fo:r by specific c:Casses of" the 
distribution., say ~hose at the low and high extren:es O"!' by synthesized Gir,.i or 
Pareto coefficients. Shifts between two points of a lifetime or between .~ather and 
son f!'om one fractil,e gro:.1p 1.:0 ar..other on size of income are ways of measuring ir.:-tra
generational and inter-gene:::·ational mobility., respectively. Data for lhis purpose 
are, however., diffic'.llt to gather· long-term longit~dinal or re~rospective _J.nq_uiries 
are needed. 

2. Synthetic index numbers 

43. Synthetic index numbers furnish valuable means of summarizing the subsidia;:-y 
elements (components) or the underlying f"actors into tr.e ultimate subjects of social 
concern, such as tl:e ger:eral state of l:eal th or pc.blic order and safety. The index 
numbers will of course portray trends in comprel:ensive aspects of welfare or socia:. 
se:::-vices; a w~tghted co~8ination of the indicators or:. components or underlying :fac
tors must., in ger:eral, be used ·in compiling ther::.~ However, because o:' the lack of 
suitab:e weights, very limited use can be made of sy11ttetic index nur.:bers in social 
indicators, 

h4. 1v!oney va:'.ues may be used as weights i.n tl:e case of i:1dex numbers on such matters 
as the output and un:..t-costs of' ·Gte various soc1al services, the use of those ser
vices and the cons1_;.mption of goods for vaTioi:s aspects of ;,,relfare o!' tt~e distribu
tion of income. In the case of the output, unit-costs and consumption of the non
profit social services, the p:::-acticable money-value weights - the costs of various 
activities enler 0.ng into.,tl:e output - are not er:tirely satisfactory. In the case of 
most other aspects of living conditions, weights other thau ~oney va::_ues are wanted 
but are not easily obtained. It is frequently suggested that t,J::e required weights 
shou7..d be gathered tl:rough expert or e,en public scaling of the impo:rtance or con
tribution to tl:e living cond2.tion in q_ue.stion, of the co.mponent.s or other elements 
used in compiling its index numbers. 

3. Life expectancies 
I 

45 .. J~xpeckations of 2.~tuinin* .. ,on the nVe:tB,,..,.,~<:.n -:-dv0n s~·atc:. af 1<t;;lf0-'e in Ch" C'.JU'.i'.'sr ... t.- ~ J _. ' - " ... - • 1 ~ -1 
''Jf life er :; p01't.ion c,f 5. t furnish valuable sur.1mo.:·:ics of the :relevnnt events ( flcrrfs) 
oveI' t}m: sp:.1n of ti1;1c. These synt.l:ctic socinl indicators a::i"e 0f course C(;fl'.r;;only used 
in the cas(! of expectations nb'.)U'~~ averaCTe l.::nc;th ,.:;f life. They way be us-<.:d in tpe 
case of many other aspects of ,;-telfa:::-e, for examp:e expecta.tions about the length ar ... d 
achievements of educationj the freq_uency and severity of health disabilities, the 
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length of working life or the growth of income. The expectance in each case m.a.y be 
c:Cassified according to various determining, factors and/or compiled for various cate
gories of the population. They may be derived from basic data on the events experienced 
by a cross-se~tion of the population during a year or on the events experienced by 
::,opulation cohorts over an extended period of i;ime. It is, on the whole, more feasible 
to gather and compile cross-sectional data than cohort data. 

V. SOCIAL IND:i'.C.l\:TORS IN TEE SSDS 

46. This section :>f the paper deals with the general charac;;er and role of the pro
posed social indicators in tr.e SSDS a.,1d the major features c:f the social concerns to 
which these indicators are addressed, in comparison witt_ those of the OECD' s social 
concerns .. 

47. The series of social indicators in the SSDS are designed to summarize the basic 
data of the system for purposes of easy monitoring and assessment of social concerns 
about ·GZ:c welf&,1·e of various groups of the oopulation, _about their acce.s:s ~o and "..We 
of the correlated social services and the effectiveness and efficiency of these social 
services. The Manpower and Social Affairs Directorate of the OECD is now engaged in 
devising social indicators to satisfy the social concerns on individuals' well-being 
that have already been agreed, apparently taking little, if any, account of the supply 
of the basic data needed to construct the indicators. 

A. Comparison of the main features of SSDS and OECD concerns 

48. Table l of the annex to this paper compares the social concerns which the social 
indicators of the SSDS are designed to serve with those in the OECD list. The com
parison indicates that there are both important similarities and differences between 
the two lists of social concerns. 

L '.]'he general states of welfare covered 

49. Except for demographic and envirot'JI1ehtal concerns the SSDS, and OECD lists qover, 
and al'e classified according to, essentially the sarr:e major (facets) of socio-economic 
welfare; table 1 is divided into the subsystems of the SSDS. Cmitted from both lists 
<1re such concerns as freedom and social cohesian and 'Jnrest; included in the OECD, but 
~ot the SSDS list,are social concerns on social and political participation. These 
01:,issions from the SSDS are due to the conceptual and practical difficulties of mean
fngful quantification and measurement. Lack of genoral agreee;ent on the goals (objec
tives) of' social concerns, as well as the aforementioned conceptual problems, may have 
been factors in tr , case of the omissions _'rom the OECD list The lack of agreement 
on goals evidently accounts for the OC:CD omission of social concerns about the growth 
and distrfaution of the population and about the family. Concerns about the environ-
1:ent are not included in the SSDS list because they are to be dealt with in the work 
0n .stc:.tistict of tr..e environn:ent. 

2. '.l:i:'':..-':Jtfferences it, definition of soci8l concerns 

50. A fundamental difference between the OECD ar.d SSDS social concerns is the manner 
<_:1 which these concerns are def~ned. In the foc~mer case, social concerns are defined 
in terms of generally agreed goals on the sta;;esto be attained ic individuals' well
b2ing while in the latter case, t:ley- are delineated in terms of the generally agreed 
subjects of concern aboi.,t the s;;ates of individuals' welfare. As areas of agreement 
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are likely to be greater in the case of neutral social concerns than normative con
cerns, the SSDS list can deal with a wider range of living conditions than the OECD 
list. The devotion of attention to individuals', families' and households' welfare 
in the long-run, as well as the shore-run, in the SSDS social concerns but to indi
viduals' well<being only, primarily in the short-run, in the OECD list also allows 
for wider coverage in the case of the former list. 

3. Social concerns about social service performance 

51. Another ma.jar difference in scope between the two sets of social concerns stems 
from the inclusion of concerns about the availability and use and performance of 
government and other social services in the SSDS list but not in the OECD list. 
These types of concerns are appe.rently excluded from the latter list because they 
represent means for maintaining and improving states of welfare, that is inputs into 
these states. They are included among the SSDS social concerns because they are 
important concerns in res,;iect of government welfare policies and programmes and be
cause the social indicators addressed to these concerns furnish valuable data for 
understanding the observed trends in living conditions. 

4. Social concerns about inputs as well as outputs 

52. In principle, the OECD list focuses on concerns about the comprehensive, ulti
mate (final) states of welfare, shat is outputs. The SSDS deals, in addition, with 
major concerns about welfare conditions that are subsidiary to, (in ether words, 
components of, or instrumental to) the ultimate states. As in indicated earlier in 
this paper, these social concerns on inputs call for valuable social indicators for 
purposes of assessment and cursory analysis of the observed, comprehensive ultilll'!!.te 
states of welfare. Furthermore, in many cases, it'is practicable to compjle 
social indicators in respect of subsidiary social concerns but not the ultimate con
cern. It may be noted from the annexed table 1 that, in practice, the OECD list does 
include goals on components of a given comprehensive, :i'inal state of welfare in a 
number of instances. 

53. The numbers of social concerns in the OECD and SSDS lists are not significantly 
different. The subsidiary social concerns of the SSDS have been restricted to those 
which are the sub.ject of major attention in monitoring and dealing with welfare con
ditions and which are much more feasible to measure than their parent, ultimate 
social concern. 

5. Individuals' perceptions and satisfaction 

54. Social concerns defined in terms of individuals' perceptions of, and satisfac
tion with, selected aspects of their well-being are included in the OECD list only. 
Th~s approach is used in the case of comprehensive, ultimate goals in respect of 
learning and employment. Social concerns based on a subjective approach can usefully 
supplement those based on an objective approach. Social concerns rcay be formulated 
in subjective terms to deal with aspects of living which are not feasibly, if at all, 
quantified or measured in cardinal terms. This may be the situation in the case of 
the whole of a comprehensive, ultimate state of welfare or even in the case of sub
sidiary states of welfare. In the view of some, social indicators on individuals' 
perceptions and attitudes yield more relevant or reliable data .about aspects of wel
fare than social indicators of the objective type, 
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55. The SSDS list does not include social concerns delineated in terms of indivi
duals' perceptions or attitudes prilllllrily because, at this stage, the system does 
not cover this type of basic data. This is the consequence of the serious conceptual 
and practical difficulties of defining and gathering such available series of data. 

B. General character and role of social indicators in the SSDS 

\ 
L Summarization in relation to the SSD§ 

56. Consideration of the basic statistics called for by the SSDS in constructing 
the proposed social indicators, as well as the social concerns to which they are 
addressed, promotes both the design of practicable social indicators and the improve
ment of the basic series. While this has been a useful consideration in formulating 
the proposed social indicators of the SSDS, the indicators fall far short of sum
marizing all of the series of the system. The social indicators have been restricted 
to the minimum feasible number required to monitor and assess the state of affairs 
w1',ich are the subject of the social concerns set out in table L Thus, not covered 
in the social indicators are the basic statistics of the SSDS on structure, on gross 
flows from one state to another, in other words, gross changes in states of living 
conditions, or on the workloads, resources and finance of social services. Examples 
of uncovered basic series of data in the first case are the structures of the popu
lation, of the school population, of the economically active and of housing. Illus
trations of the omitted data on gross flaws are gross changes in household or family 
composition, the shifts from one grade to another in the case of education and the 
gross changes in the housing----s-tock, Th~omitted series of basic data are of course 
valuable in the analysis and projection of states of, and trends in, welfare 
conditions. 

57, In summarizing basic series into the proposed social indicators, the span of 
series bearing on a given social concern covered in each indicator is as wide as is 
feasible. The width of this span is limited by the techniques of compiling social 
indicators that are feasible, Most of the proposed social indicators are the sort 
of simple summaries of series of basic data that are discussed in paragraphs 36-42 
above. More complex social indicators such as expectancies, synthetic index numbers 
and Gini coefficients are used, where appropriate, to the extent possible. Social 
indicators in the form of expectancies are suggested wherever the SSDS includes 
basic series on transition proportions from one state to another. This is the case 
in the data on the population, learning activities and earning activities. Synthetic 
index numbers are proposed when money values are available as weights. This the 
case for basic data on the output and unit-costs of social services and household 
consumption expenditures and incomes. The use of Gini coefficients is suggested ln 
the case of basic data in the form of fractile groups on the distribution of income 
and consumption. 

2. Classifications of social indicators in relation to the SSDS 

58. In order to keep the body of suggested social indicators as streamlined as is 
feasible, the suggested classification of the social indicators are restricted to 
the common classifications - for example, urban-rural, age and sex, national or 
ethnic origin, socio-economic class - of the SSDS and the fundamental characteristic 
classifications ~.:tor example, level of education, occupation, cause of death, kind 
of disability, type of criminal offence - of its subsystems. The common classifica
tions of the social indicators of the system are basic to their use to monitor and 
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to asses~ the distribution of levels of living, and the welfare of disadvantaged and 
other groups of the population and to the forging of links between them. The use of 
the fundamental characteristic classifications of a subsystem in its series of social 
indicators is essential to detecting and understanding important circumstances and 
factors underlying the aspects of living conditions in g_uestion. 

\\. 
3. The structuring of the social indicators 

59, The SSDS furnishes a valuable framework for organizing the proposed social indi-
cators into a co-ordinated, coherent and linked body of data. The system includes 
tightly knit subsystems which are co-ordinated and linked, one with the other, on 
each major facet of welfare and the correlated social service, 

60. The basic series and classifications of each subsystem, which are summarized by 
the social indicators, are consistently defined, closely linked or interacted and 
generally structured according to the subsidiary social concerns of the broad aspect 
of welfare covered. In the case of some of the subsystems, the stocks (states) and 
flows (~vents) dealt within the subsidiary concerns are integrated in the form of 
matrices or accounts. This means of organizing the basic data of a subsystem is also 
used in the case of the states of welfare and the activities of the correlated social 
services. 

61. The various subsystems are also co-ordinated and linked or interi·elated, one with 
the other. The scope, basic data and characteristic classifications of the various 
subsystems are coherently defined and articulated. The subsystems are linked through 
the uniform use of the coll'Jllon classificatio:1S of the system and the use of the rele
vant characteristic classifications of one subsystem in other systems. Examples of 
the latter practice are the use of fractile groups of available income in the sub
systems on learning activities, health and health services and housing. In certain 
cases, characteristic classifications of two subsystems are interacted, for example 
the cross-classification of occupational irijurie8 by the kind of disability and the 
kind of economic activity. In a few instances, the matrices or accounts -or different 
subsystems are tied together, for example those on learning activities, earning acti
vi.ties and the inactive, 

VI. THE PROPOSED SOCIAL INDICATORS 

62. This section of the paper deals with the proposed social indicators of the SSDS, 
which are set out in table 2 of the annex, in the light of the social concerns to 
which they are addressed and the basic dacca of the system. It may be noted that in 
table 2, the series of indicators relevant to each social concern are listed under it 
and that the suggested common; characteristic and other classifications in the case 
of the various social indicators are shown in separate columns. As in the case of 
table 2, the discussion below of the social indicators is organized according to the 
subsystems of the SSDS. 

63. As is indicated in the introduction to this paper, the social indicators set out 
in the annexed table 2 are intended to furnish a list from which developed countries 
may select the social indicators that they wish to develop in view of their own social 
concerns and statistical circumstances. It is recognized that the relevance and 
priority of given social concerns, and therefore the linked social indicators, as well 
as the feas'ibility of compiling these series, will differ from one country to another. 
This is particularly so in the case of the classifications of social indicat-ors 
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suggested in table 2 of the annex. The extent to which the suggested classifications 
should be used in social indicators, or whether and how they should be combined for 
these purposes, are clearly matoers concerning which firm gui<lance ~nnot be given. 
It may, however, be said that in order to produce si!'.'.!ple and easily understood social 
indicators, when the suggested common, characteristic or other classifications are 
used, they should, in most cases, be used one at a time only. 

\. 

64. The growth and geographic 
concern as they are underlying 
problems and in the demand for 

A. Po)?'.:ilation 

distribution of the population are subjects of major 
circumstances in many aspects of living conditions and 
social, as well as economic, goods and services. 

1. Growth 

65. The magnitude and crude rates of population growth a.re indicative of the changing 
implications of the population size for socio-economic conditions and problems and the 
demand for social services. The suggested social indicators on the crude rates of 
change of births, deaths and net migration portray the trends in the components of 
population growth. 1-abulation of these series of social indicators according to the 
selected common classifications suggested in the annexed cable 2 is designed to iden
tify some of the important groups o: the population whose growth e.nd associated wel•· 
fare conditions, problems and needs are likely to differ. 

66. The birth rates of a population often receive attention as fertility and in
migration are the elements of population growth which may be the subject of varying 
governmen·, policies and programmes; the aim in the case of death rates is of crnirse 
B.lways reduction. The cr<J.de birth rates ciscussed above are not suitable for this 
;mrpose, they vary with such factors as the age and sex corr,position of the pcopulation. 
'<'herefore, social indicators on live births per 1, 0CO females of child-bearing age, 
standardized for age, are suggested in the annexed table 2. An a·lternative suitable 
measure of fertility would be the net reproduction rate, that is the average number 
of children born to women in the course of their lifetime. However, this item of data 
is more difficult to gather than the statistics on age-specific birth rates and on the 
age-sex composition of the population which are required in compiling the suggested 
standardized fertility .rates. 

2, Geographic distribution 

67, The concerns in many countries about the massive shift of population from rural 
to urban areas and the resulting urban overcrowding, inadequate housing, water and 
energy supply, sanitary services, etc. and concomitant welfare proble:-::s, call for in
dicators of the geographic distribution of the population. The series suggested in 
table 2 of the annex are designed to portray the state of affairs at specified dates; 
comparison of these series for consecutive dates will indicate the trends in geographic 
distribution. This approach is used because it yields ir.for?Ycation on the dimensions 
of overcrowding and of the demands for social services in the case of specific con
glomerations of population, as well as on the geographic shifts of the population. 
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68. The stability and character of the nuclear family, that is the parents and their 
never-married children, in some countries or the extended family, that is persons 
living together who are related by blood, marriage or adoption, in other countries, 
is a fundamental aspect of living conditions. The breakdown of families because of 
the loss of one of the parents gives rise to a number of welfare problems. Thus, 
\the suggested social indicators on these concerns are designed to furnish key data on 
the state - type, for example whether one male or female parent only, and size - of 
families and on their dissolution. As these circumstances, d.nd their impact on con
ditions of welfare, may, in a number of countries, vary between urban and rural com
munities, among ethnic groups and among socio-economic classes, these classifications 
of the series are suggested. The proposed social indicators summarize a number of 
the basic series on the family included in the SS::::S. 

E. Learning and the educational services 

69. The population's acquisition and maint€nance of effective skills, knowledge and 
values and the provision of suitable facilities for this purpose are fundamente,l con
cerns of governments. Individuals' skills, knowledge and values play an important 
part in their interests in, and capabilities of, participating in the economic and 
social life of a society and attaining satisfying incomes and living conditions. While 
the skills, knowledge and values are at least in part acquired through other avenues, 
formal education is usually an important medium. Furthermore, practically all of the 
basic data on learning and the educational services refer to formal education; direct 
data on the skills, k11,9wledge and values are, on the whole, difficult and impracticable 
to gather. Thus, practically all of the suggested social indicators of the subsystem 
relate to inj'.l.uts of formal education into individuals' skills, knowledge and values. 

1. Educational attainment of the population 

70. The social indicator on the ~Pa>'Pµ of literacy of individuals ten years of age 
and over furnishes a direct measure of this vital skill. When the series are classi
fied according to sex and age, or are compared for consecutive dates, they por,;ray the 
trends in. the degree of literacy. The proposed indicators on average years of schooling are 
not only indirect measures of individuals' lev~l of capability but also direct mea
sures of trends for purposes of monitoring; and projecting the use of (demand for) 
educational services. For the latter purpose, the data on avexage actual years of 
schooling should be classified according to sex and age; that on- expectancies should 
be classified according to sex and compareci for a number of £Uccessive dates. Because 
the overall indicators on the population, as a whole, may mask marked differences in 
the degrees of literacy and schooling of various categories of the population - urban
rural, socio-economic classes, national or ethnic groups - it will be useful to 
classify them according to such common classifications of the SSDS. The indicators 
on degree of "~~~0 ~" and actual years of schooling successfully completed are based 
on the population inventory data of the SSDS; those on expected years of schooling 
successfully completed are based on the series on the proportion of leavers from and 
continuers in the various years of formal education. 

2. Use and distribution of educational services 

71. The social indicators on the use and distribution of the educational services 
are focussed on the trenas in the extent to which the various categories of the popu
lation who may be expect,:,,d to attend full-time or part-time education, do su in fact. 

~ 
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This information should be useful in identifying educationally disadvantaged groups, 
as ·,;ell as in projecting the use of full-time and pa:rt-ti:r.e educational facilities. 
Because the sex and age co:r.position is a factor in the proportions of specified pop
ulations attending full-time or part-time school, it is necessary to standardiz.e 
this composition in order to delineate trends in participation rates. The informa
tion for compiling these social indicators is furnished by C'Onsistent basic data of 
the SSDS on individuals attending school and on the ccrresp0nding total populatio11, 
each classified according to age and sex in the case of the categories of other rele
vant corrM1on classifications of the system, for example urban-rural or national or 
ethnic origir .. 

72. The ~ropcsed series on per capita total ccnsumpticn expenditure en education in 
constant dollars are designed to view the trends in the volume of educational ser
vices used in urban and rural areas f!'om another perspective. The basic data of the 
subsystem on the distribution of income, consumption and wealth will yield these 
indicators. 

73, The indicators on enrollment in full-time and part-time education according to 
level of education and area of study are intended to portray the probable pattern of 
future additions to tra,ined personnel and the demands on various educational facili
ties, The inventories cf school enrollment which are included in the SSDS, ·,;ould 
furnish the basis fo1e compiling these indicators. 

3, Educational achievement and efficiency of educational services 

74. The proposed series on the extent to which students entering a given level of 
education ~u'"i'ie it and on drop out and retention rates during the school year for 
various levels of education are indicators of the degrees cf success and failure of 
these educational services. The former series summarize the retention rates of the 
latter series in the case of a given level of education. Both series are of value 
in projecting the demands on eaucational facilities; they ffiay be derived from the 
transition coefficients of the subsystem on learning. 'i'he indicators on the test 
scores of students are of course output measures of their acquisition of skills and 
knowledge, which may, at least in part, be attrib.uted to attending school. It wculd 
be useful to coffipile each of the aforementioned indica~ors for the categories of the 
ccmrnon classifications cf the system with which they may be expected to differ in 
order to identify some of the underlying circumstances and problems of educational 
achievement. 

75- The indicator on students per ewployed teacher refers to a presumed factor in 
the c_uality of education. The proposed it,dex numbers of ou-::put and udt-ccsts are 
intended to indicate the trends in the volume and efficiency of educational services. 
Ccmparison of these index numbers with the trends in the few series on the accomplish
ments of the educational services that are practicable, should furnish rough indica
tions of the performance of the services. The basic data for the index numbers are 
difficult to gather; they consist of' the detailed series of the SSDS on the activi
ties and costs of the various kinds of formal educational services of governr1ent, 
private non-profit institutions and profH-making bodies. 

C. Earning activities and the emoloyment services 

76, Satisfactory employment of the ave.~lable manpower is a fundamental socio-economic 
concern. For this purpose, the interest and capabilities cf ind:cviduals to partici
pate i~ the production cf gcods and services should be fully engaged, they should 
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enjoy ei::ployment security and satisfying working condis:;ions and they should receive 
adequa,:;e employment incomes. These condi1'ions are fostered by the existen~e of a 
healthy growing economy, the availability of employment exchanges ···tD help 01a1Cch the 
demands for and supply of manpower and the provision of retraining programmes to ~e
align manpower skills to changes in the structure of occupations. 

1. Labour force oarticioation 

\;77, The suggested social indicators on labou,· force participations are designed to 
serve in monitoring for a number of purposes. 

78. The seY-ies on the proportion of individuals of working age who are economically 
active may be used to monitor the trends in the exten;; to which their capabilities 
are engaged in production, to idei:;;ify sor.,e of the ci1·cumstances underlying differ
ences in the participation rates and to project ,:;he size of the labour force, based on 
the estimated size and composition of the populatcion. Because participation rates 
differ with age and sex, it is suggested that these social indicators on various cate
gories of the population - urban-rural, natioi:al or ethnic origin - should be stan
dardized for age and sex. 

79. 'The series on average expected years of working life are useful indicators of 
life-styles as well as of ercployment opportunities and security. Poorer employr.;ent 
opportunities and security lead to leaving the labour force earlier. The indicators 

on average expectanc~es may be compiled from the transition proportions of the SSDS 
fer cross-sections or cohorts of the population. The former approach is easier tc 
apply as it demands much less longitudinal data. 

2, Emplo.yment opportunities and security 

80. The concern about employment opportunit~es and security st.ould be addressed from 
more than one point of view. The proposed series on the frequency and severity of un
employment of course assess the lack of employment opportunities and security in the 
case of various categories of the population and service of the ccntributing factors. 
Those on the number of weeks of err:ployment and on the growth of employr.ient indicac:e 
the extent to which these opportunities are available to them and some of the respon
sible circumatances. The index numbers of accessions to, and separation from, employ
ment deal with the changes ta&:ing place in employment opportuni t:.es and security i r. 
various parts of ,:;t.e economy. 

3, Employment mobili;;y 

81. The frequency and direction of ir.di vi duals' shifts in occupational or industrial 
attachment indicates the extent to which their job satisfaction is being increased as 
well as the degree to which they adjust to changes in the economic structure. :rt.e 
two series of proposed indicators on employment mobility are designed to measure tt.e 
frequency and direction of these shif;;s. The compilation of these indicators involves 
the use o:f the longitudinal SSDS data on employment, 

4. Employment compensation 

82. The size of employment income is of course, fundamental to job satisfaction and, 
in most cases, to enjoying an ade<,.uate level of living. In order to furnish useful 
indicators on the size of employment 'income to monitor this aspect of welfare, it is 
necessary tc portray the range cf full-time wages and salaries, in constant as well as 
current prices, received by various groups of employees. This is the purpose of the 
suggestions that median -,ages and salaries should be shown for fractile groups of 
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wages and salaries in the case of employees classified according to sex and age, 
national or ethnic origin, industrial attachment and so on. The level, as well as 
the distribution, of employment income may be expected to differ between these groups. 
The basic. data for compiling these social indicators is called for in the subsystem 
on the distribution of income, consumption and wealth. 

5, Working conditions 

83.,. The social indicators on working conditions suggested in the annexed table 2 
ref~r to aspects of working conditions which are the subjects of general concern. 
The series on average hours of full-time weekly work are wanted for purposes of moni
toring the place of employment in individuals' use of time and life-style. The in
dicators on the frequency and severity of occupational injuries and diseases are 
essential to assessing the dangers (safety) and impact on health of working condi
tions. For this purpose it is important to classify the series according to sw,,mary 
categories of the classification of diseases and injuries of the health subsystem as 

. well as according to broad categories of the occupational and industrial attachment 
classifications. Classification according to sex and age may indicate factors with 
which the incidence of occupational injuries and diseases vary. The. indicators on 
the scope of social security and similar schemes and on paid vacations and other 
leaves portray important fringe benefits from employment. 

6. Availability and performance of manpower services 

84. A number of governments run manpower retraining programmes and employment 
exchanges in order,· inter alia to improve the employment SPcurity of the econom
ically active. The suggested indicators on the prevalence of registration with 
employment exchanges in the case, of· various groups of the_ unemployed and on en
<rollment in ,retraining pr9grammes are e.ntiindedc, :for use in monitoring the extent to 
which those in need of these social services are, in fact, reached. The other pro
posed series on the employment exchanges and the retraining programmes are designed 
to be used in assessing the effectiveness and efficiency of the services 'they ren
dered. As for the educational services, in order to compile useful index numbers of 
the output and unit-costs of the employment exchanges and retraining programmes it 
is essential to have SSDS basic data on the volume and costs of their final activi
ties in substantial detail. 

D, Distribution of income, consumption and wealth 

85. The size of the incomes, consumption and wealth of various groups of the popula
tion a.re subjects of general social concern. 'l'he incomes and wealth are key deter
minants of their levels of living; their consumption of goods and services is a major 
aspect of these levels. Inequalities in the distribution of income, of consumption 
and of wealth are also matters of major concern, not only in terms of their inade~ .. 
quacy in the case of some groups of the population, •but also in terms of socio
economic equity. Most governments adopt programmes to redistribute incomes and to 
furnish free goods and services in order to raise inadequate incomes and consumption 
and to reduce inequalities in distribution. The effectiveness of these programmes 
is also the subject of general attention. 

1. Levels and growth of household income ano wealth 

86. The flows of major interest in mocitoring the size and growth of incomes from 
the point of view of levels of living are distributed factor incomes - the sum of 
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incomes from engaging in production and from owning property - and available 
distributed factor incomes plus net current and closely related transfers. 
gates for this purpose in the case cf wealth are saving - net additions to 
during a year - anC net }-;orth - t:ie assets owned less tl:e liabilities aw-ed 
given date. 

income -
The aggre

wealth 
at a 

67, As the focus of attention is on tl:e adequacy and range of incomes of key cate
of tl:e population, it is suggested in table 2 that the series of indicators 

on the aggregates under disc0.ssion s:1ould consist of medians classified acco!'ding 
.tc fractile groups, for example deciles, of these categorie,, as well as of the 
total population, in the case of available or distributed factor incomes. 
The key categcYies of t::ie populat,ion are those which may be expected to differ in 
the adequacy and distribution o.f incomes and of ,,;ealth; selected common classifica
tions of the SSDS furnish app:r·opria:.e means of idl;;!ntifying them.. In general, ~he 
:1ousehold should be the unit to 1--1hich the medians and fractile groups :refer as the 
hot;sehold is the practical, as well as SSDS, unit for tU.s purpdse. (In countries 
where :louseho:.ds usaally consist of single farr:ilies.1 nuclear or extended, the ex
tended family r:cay be used.) However, as the adequacy of a given level of household 
incor.-,e depends on i t,s number of rY:embers, it is suggested 1:..ha t available and factor 
incomes per household member should also be J.sed in the case of medians and fractile 
gro~ps con::::erning these aggregates. In the case of household savings and net lrorth, 
classification by type and size of household is proposed for this purpose. The i?npo,-t 
for levels of L'...ving of the aggregates under discussion depends on their purchasing 
power in the case of ccr:.sumer goods and services~ It is therefore preferable Go 
value the aggregates in ccnstant, rather t.tan current, prices, if feasib=._e. 

88 .. For purposes of monitoring improvements (growth) in levels of income and wealth, 
it is essential to express the data in constant rrices. The suggested series on 
average annual :rates cf change in the forms :;f inco:::e and weal.th discussed in the 
p,ceceding paragraph relate to means instead of medjans in orde,c to facilitate the 
computations. The same classifications are suggested in the case of averages annual 
rates of grow:il: as in the case of the median levels. 

2, Levels and gi-owt:1 of household consumption 

89. The suggested social indicators on the level of housel:old consumption relal,e to 
money-values in +,he case of all kinds of goods and services, supplemented by the in
take of calories, proteins and mir:erals in the c&.se of fcod. Two concepts of house
hold consumption are used in the indicators on its level and growth - personal con
sumption, o:1tlays :from available income., and tctal consumption, personal consumption 
plus -c~e money va~.t:.E of goods and nervice.::: fUl"nished free o:i charge. The latter con
cept of course yields a more comprehensive measure of levels of living. In o:-der to 
facili t&,te comparisons o: consumption vd th avai=:.,able income and net wo:::.~tt, the same 
meas~res of central :;endency and grci:;;th and the same classificatior..s~ except for the 
addition of fractile groups of pe:sot!al consumption, are to be used as in the case 
of available income and net worth. Valuation in constant is more important 
in the case of t::ie level of consumption than in the case of incomes or wealth. 

and consumption 

90, ·:c::ie series of social indicators on this topic arc primarily designed to portray 
the impact of gove1·rnn-2n~~ p1og:carr,mes tc: .:redistr'.:.bute earned incomes anj to furnish 
free good,s a.r:..d services on t;he levels of living of g~oups of the population~ The 



proposed measures of these effects are the :ratios of avai1ah~e in,.:,)me to distributed 
factor incomes and cf total cousumpticr: to pcrsoEal consurc.ptio_1 in the case of 
hr.np,F-hoJ c1s. 

4a Ine_l.F!a,;U.ty in the dist1.·ibutior: 0£: inco.:ie.~. __ c;.ons_·~r.:r:.~~-or. and wea}_th 

91. Loren:.. 1...:urves and G.i:ii :ratios are suggested for "j_)urposes o:= assessing the degree 
of ineqnality in the distributio;1 of dist::::·ibuted fac Gor and available incomes_, o:- net 
worth and of personal and total consumption- The C"GTves 1-;culd acc1..1.JJ1ula0e the per
cen~~age of tte aggregate in question accou:1ted for by_ the fractile grot:,ps discussed 
above, proceeding , rom tDe lowest to the b: fractlle grcups. Y·he extent: to 
which the cu:::'~ve deviates from the 45 st:::-aight line, ;-,rh5_c1'.1_ migh·0 be ffil~asured 
by- the area bet1:een the two, i:1d1.cates the degree of' inequ.ali ty in t:le distribution. 
l1he Gini ratio is a sir::pler Lleasr:re o::' the degree of 2.nequality tta.t i.s derived f-:'orr. 
tl:e Lorenz-curve dat.a. 

E~ Social securj_,::,y and welfare .services 

?royision :::f p:ccte,:t:!.(:,n agair:st losses of incorne and cthe1· hazaTdz ~-s. a common 
c:oncern of gcvernr:enu;. The socia.l i~dic:ators on tl:is sub.lee~ .se'"-. out in ar:nexed 
~able 2 are designed to :'e used 0cJ r.:onitor and e.ssess (i) the extent of insur:::.nce i.-'J.:\

nished by a socie.!-.:y agains-c losses o.f income., health outlc:1ys B-nd o~t~:!· cl.rcurns:.ances 
ar.d ( i::.) the cftl1s onJ a:1d e.de<:":uacy of~ the various fcTms of p.rotec:.ion: 'i'f:e Bf-;r!es O:i. 
the first· topic deal with t:1e p:::.·oportion of persons subject ::o a loss cf ven, i:-1ccm~-' 
O!' other hazard ,who are c:cvered b,f the corresponding :.nsuranctJ J;E'c,~r~;Tam:r.e; tbe r;e:riet;; 
on t:1.e second topic relate ~o th2 prc.>porticn c~ per.son~ 2~:,•.re:t-2d 1aJJJ.,C;r IIiven pro-
grammes who rece--Lve benefits, 1.:.0 tlle magni tui.Je of the2Ec her:.2fi ts, ie t.cr::12 
of p'J.rcha.s powe:', and to the proportion of the availa-ulz.,, ir.come of ·;_:.l-12 1·scipic;e·cs 
accounted fc0,-. by these be:1sfi ;:;s. 

F ~ Heali;h and hea.lth services 

93 ~ The stat€ of health of the popula1.:.ion and tl1e i:1eo.suret1 requirerj to jJ-r1prove it 
are vital concerns of a society. I1bysical anc: rnento.l are baste to un-
t:ampered and effi.~ctive participation 1n e,~0~1omic· ~nd socJ.al ac:~ivit:.i.es, l:'."J 

in engag:.ng i!1 the.se activi "'.'~ies and to le:1gth of lifr:: itself. Social indicators az-,; 
0herefore wanted to monito1~ ar:d assess :: i) :::1e s~.::,eJ.:-e af 1:e&lth of tte popi_1]e.1·.Jc,u J:.ll'1;d.\ tl1-2 

major contrib'.lting circums~a:wesi (ii) tl1:1 availaLilit~· and use o·~ :f'a.c'illtieD to 
guard and improve heal th ar:'.J ( iit) th2 01'zusnc,;, o:f these far:: i.l i t,j s.s. 

9l.J .• Because of the conceptu.c;J_ ar_,~ ·e.ct,:;.,...,::Ll 6.ifj·J.ru:_:_,ies of ct1::'. dii''P-C\~ mea~i;ren1ent 
cf good hea.lth., proxy inGicaLo:;_'s Io> tl-:is p1)'_l·pcse a~•-''.::' fi.t'OJ;r:ced, ir: a1:r:..exed t.:;:1,b_Le 2, 
The p:coxy measures deal with th-:' leng-1_-J, t;·htch is an overall it:dicatC.Y' cf 
the effects of poor healt.":'1, and Lht; .3.r:::'l scver:l.t,v of disabil:Ltie~ ~ 

95. The expec:ed average yea:· s .Jf Lfe .'::1t hirtL1 c~nd r,.\". crit iceJ. ag2s f1_1rnish usef,1l.:
comprehE,:1Sive indicatorR of dea(.]; -.rBLt·-s. Deat:"1 ·.1,•s,,::er; classif:1-.ed according to ca'J.se 
point to t:te importa:1t s·:,ates ,:,f poo1· hF:aJ.t/: '1111i(•:.·,. le[::_d tc deat-h.s. Classification 
of these rates e1ccording t(, age an,:~ sex. :1"';;;·•1e:als eirc4msta.r.;,::es 'Jit,h 1,11:ich the 
ra:.es vary. In 0rder to li111"'.." tJeaU-1 ::·'-1,~.es .•.<,·u~ 1evf:1S- and i: .. ondi·'.:.ions o_f 1:.vir::.g., taba
lation of the :rates ac-ccrd:l r:.5 --'c.o the l't:le:':ari.t. c:.;JJtrr:u::1 cJ.B.ssif::.ca·i_,:i.cins o:C tLe f:SDS, 
standardized for .sex and .e.L_;;e _, a1'r:; t.Uf)itf:G t,,2::., ~ It- ·:.~.rJe •:Jf th::;, sugges teJ indica t.or·s 
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attent1.on is focussed on rates of neo-natal and post-natal deaths these rates tend 
to be high relative to other death rates and are therefore the subject of major 
concern. 

96. The proposed indicators on the prevalence and severgy of disabilities are 
divided into series on persons wi-::h one or more days of confinement to bed and re
stricted activic.ies and series on persons with chronic functional disabilities. In 

\each case use is suggested of tabulations according to ( i) the disease or funct:'.onal 
disability involved, (ii) sex ar:.d age and (iii) selected categories of the· population 
standardized for age and sex. The first set of tabulations are designed to portray 
'::;he relative importar.ce of the varicus diseases and injuries; ":;he second and third 
sets .of tabulations are intended to identify the ic:pact of health disabilities on key 
groups of the population, as well as explanatory variables of the variance in the 
prevalence ar..d severity of disabi2, i ties. 

2. Availab:lity and use o: health services 

97. The proposed social indicators on this subject of concern deal with means fer 
protection against, and trea,.ment of, ill heal th. ':'he series specifically devoted to 
protection relates to irn .. >ni.;;,niz·a~:.ion; the other series on the use of healtl: services 
cover action taken to either prevent or to treat ill health. 

98. ':'he social :ndieators on the availabi::_ity of health services deal with the supp::_y 
of healtrl perscnnel - doctorsJ den-:::ists, midwives - and of hcspital beds in geographic 
areas and in hea::'..th specialities. These or. the use of health services deal with hos
pital admissions and visits tc hospital cut ... patient clinics, doctors and dentists .. 
In eac:i case infor!llation is ca1::_ed for on the proportion o::" the popu:cation e.t risk 
who used '.;he service and -she extent to which tbey did this. In order to furnish 
overall information on the use cf the ':1ealth services and goods_., a series of indica
tors on total and personal cor:sumpt:i.on fc:c these purposes-" is suggested. Whi~-e all 
of the basic statistics required to cc!llpile the proposed social indicators on t'1e 
availability a,id use of t::ie '1ealth services are cal::_ea for ir: the SSDS, some of the 
data will be difficult to gather and compi::..e. T:lis is so in the case of s~atistics 
on visits to doctors, dentists and ho;.;;p'.:,tal oTt-patient clinics ar:d on consurr.ptior:, 
iD constant, prices, of' medical ca::.~e and other health servi.ces and goods. 

;\, Perforrr:a,ice cf heal th services 

99. In additic71 to index numbers or: the oveTall output and unit-costs cf' various 
nee.1th services, it is suggested ti1at the extent to which the availab:'-e hospital beds 
are usec should be used as an indicator of the eff:ciency of the services. 

G~ :sousing 

100. Satisfactory housir:g is an essential aspect of adec_uate living conditions. The 
~_'Jarters ir: which people are hm:sed - the space., the degree of c:r0wding, the facili
t,ies, "tte su:rroundi~g2 - affect their activities o::· personal and f'am.il~r care and in
:f'luer:c:e their health., social in:te:rco"G.rse acd ger:era: outlook. The supply, state ar.:-d 
costs o:' housir.g are the:refo:re nw.t'Sers of social conceI''.1, 

1. State and distribut:ion of' hous:.':lg 

101. Social indicators are proposed in ar.nexed table 2 on the type of living quarters 
of categories of the popula,:;ion and the degree of z:rowdi;:ig and availability of faci
lities ir,, these (!Uarters. The tabulation cf these series according to the relevant 
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common classifications of the SSDS will lay the basis for identifying the classes of 
the population with inadequate living quarters and linking housing with other condi
tions of living. The c],2.ssification of the indicators according to fractile groups 
of available Income wiJ.l poir:t to the constraints of size of income on the kind of 
living quarters. 

2. AdeQuacy of suoobY._ of housing 

102. The two. series of inciica.to:re suggeste3. in respect of this to9i~ are designed tc 
pel':ctray the adequacy of t.hc 2upply of sati~factcr;y housing and the extent to whicl:: 
in8-dequacies are being re;ctified. 

3. Tern.;re of an~ outlays on housing 

103. As the extent to which houset.oJ.ds own or rent the dwellings they occupy is a 
useful indicator of life-styles, the compilatiol:l o:f surnmary data en type of tenure 
is suggested. The propo.sec indic8.tors on ou'.olays on living quarters are intended to 
port:::ay tre!'lds in the' volum):: c:f housing ·-1.sed and in the weight of tl1ese outlays ir1. 
the cot.sumption of gcodr and se:cvJ.ces ~ 

4. p,:olic housing assistance 

10~-. Governments have used one cf two, o:r both, app!'caches to improve tl:e housing con
ditions of the·population: (i) furnishing reduced rent or even free housing or_glving 
housing grants tu .disadvantaged groups of the population; ( ii) subsidizing or other
wise assisting the maintenanc,- and/or constl:'UC'.;ion of housing by private enterprises 
and institutions. Indicators of the former type of aBsista~ce are yatios of total 
consumption outlays to personnel consumption oatla.ys on housing. Suggested series 
or. the latter type oc assistance r2la'.;e to hour1ing subsidies, capital transfers and 
loans to enterpr::ses and privctte r.o~-profit ir.-stitutio:is. 

H. Public order ar:c safety 

105. Public o:cder and safety is a fundamen'Sal wcir.l concern of governments. To 
monitor, assess and dee,l with the broad ccincern, social indicators are wanted on ( i) 
the prevalence and sev~rity of crirnir:al offences and victimization., (ii) the treat ... 
ment of offenders ir: re:Cation to their che.,·acteristics and (iii) the performance of 
the government ins~:,itutious whose i>urpose is the maintenance and improvement of 
public orde~ and safety. 

l. Freq'.1~£.;L_'l,nd severity of_£ffenceB and victimization 

106, Tl::e suggested series 0:1 the prevalen2e (,;' criminal off ,nces are designed to 
portray the extent to which these offei1ce.s !'ire concentratea 2.n certain communities, 
as well as the fr character anc. gravity, It is therefore suggested that the nunioer 
of offences. per 100, COO persons at ~,1,,:, siloulu bs classi:i'ied acconling to geographic 
area as wel1 as accc;dj rtg to typ'= -:Jf offence. 1I'h2 :L~a::_cators on victinization are 
intended to be used in moni torin~ arid assessir,,~. tl:e safety of ,rar·ious parts of the 
community, as well as Q:?'~.~.~i ty ·:-..f c;.:ir:iiil-:),1 t;ffence;s. Jt is therefore p:;,oposed that tte 
series on :ihe rs.te of victir1izat5.,on and or. the in,~uries and property losses incurred 
should be classlficd acccrdi1~g to the c!':.aractsri.stics of the victims as well as the 
kind 2.nd the size cf tl:e J.njuries and losses. 11he proposed use of the relevant 
co::-.mon classifications o:'. the SSDS ir: ord,,r to describe :.be characteristics cf vic
tirc,s lays tl,e basis for linking se,:[ety against criminal offences with other condi tioos 
of living. 
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107. The degree of reliance that can be put on the basic data on offences and vic
timization used in compiling the suggested social indicators is a commonly encoun
tered problem. Data derived from the reports of offences to the policing author:'::;ies 
are likely to be deficient because of under reporting. A few countries have Jnder
taken sample surveys of households and encerprises in order to gather more reliable 
data on victimization and offences, 

2. Treatment and characteristics of offenders 

108. Basic statistlcs on the treatment a~i cha·:·acteristics of offenders are neces
sarily derived fn,.., the records of the go,2rnment ins';i·~utio.1s which deal with them, 

109. The indicators on this wop-i~ proposed in annexed table 2 are intended to portray 
the principal aspects of the treatment of offenders in relation to their character
istics as they are ctarged vti th an offence, pass 'through the judicial and correction
al steps, and are released. The series on offenders charged are designed to indi
cate the:'.r prevalence in vario,1s groups of the population as well as the gravity of 
the:cr cha:cged crime. The proposed indicators on the cor:.viction ar,a sentencing of 
charged offenders shculd he of assistance in correlating these steps in the judicial 
process with the character of the 01~fenders and their charged crime. The series 
also portray the ;:,atte~ns in which the courts dispose of charged offenders. The sum
mary data on :cates cf incarcerai::ion a!ld of probation indicate the relative extent to 
which these rr:odes of correctional treabr.ient n:re used in the case cf varioi.As cate
gories of sentenced offenders, Their n:imbcr in correctional institutions o:r on p:ro
bation·measures the demand for these services. The average cu~ations cf detention 
in the case of offenders who are no':; charged and who are cha~ged points to deficien
cies in the treatment of suspected and chn1·ged offenders. 

3. Performance of ins ti tu :;cons 

110. The first two series of indicato;:s on this topic shown in table 2 of the annex 
to this paper are designed to exhibit th,; pace at whic:h the police ar,d ial 
authorities c:ispose of criminal offenders. The third indicator deals with the q_:ies
tion of crowding in correctional ir.s;;i-:;utions. The index n:imbers of the output and 
unit-costs·of various law-and-order institutions are designed to assess their 
effic:, ency. 

I. The allocation of time and leisure 

111. The way in which individuals use tim"l their principal activities -
learning, earr:.ing, etc,- .a'la the style and 0 onditions of livirg. Sta,tist:'-cs on the 
use cf'time theref~rc cut across, and lin>. ;ip with, the data of most of the other 
subsystems of the SSDS. 

112. The social concerns ·about ;;he use· of time relate to s1:ch questions as whether 
individuals have sufficient tir.,e foe· personal and fa::cily care and obligations,' for 
social obligations and icipation,,:nd fo1· leisure and whether they must spend an 
inordinate amount of t::me i:1 travelling to work, sc:lool-1 retail shops and markets, or to 
recreatloonal facil:'::;ies or in their principal ac'civities. In the case of leisure, 
the interests are in the ways in which leisure is used and the access to and use of 
leisure-time facilities, 
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l. The use of time 

113, The series of social indicators on the u8e of time are designed to show how 
groups of the population w,10 are likely to have different styles and conditions of 
living, allocate their time. The units of time used may be the twenty-four hour day, 
the week, the monr,h or the year. The shorter the interval of time used, the less 
difficult it is to gather basic data en time budgets. However, the time spent on 
various pursuits during a given day may not be representative of longer intervals cf 
time.- Special indicators are suggested en vacations in respect of this concern and 
in r~spect of the se of leisure; they repr_sent a.typical i:_so of time and leisure and 
are important periods of rejuvenation. 

2. '.I-he use of' leisure 

114. The scggested series in annexed table 2 on the uses to whicr_ leisure-time is put 
represent different approaches to data on this question. The first series summaries 
data on the use of leisure which would be gathered thrcugh inc;_uiries into time 
bucigets. The next two series deal with the consumption outlays en leisure-time ser
vices and goods. They would be derived from the basic data of the subsystem on :he 
dist:cibution of income, consumption and wealth; these data are more co!lilllonly gathered 
and compiled than time budgets. The :'..ndicator on annual per capita total consumption, 
in constant prices, is designed to yield complete, summary information on trends in 
the pattern and volume of consumption of lefsure-time goods and services of the total 
population. 'rhe series of ind5.cators on household personal consumption are intended 
to show the differences in patterns of outlays on leisure-time goods and services 
between various groups cf the population. 

3. The availabili t,y and use cf leisure-time facilities 

115. There are many kinds of recreational, spo:rt, cultural and social facilities, the 
availability and use of which are of particular interest. A substantial number of 
social indicators on this topic are therefore suggested in annexed table 2. Where 
feasible, the indicators consist of rates per 1,000 persons in respect c~ the ni;_mber, 
capacity and use of a given facili-cy. In other cases, rates of- mie er magnitude of 
the facility only are feasible, fer example number of members of social, recreational, 
sport and similar clubs per 1,000 population and area of open public space per 1,000 
population. It is sugges:oed that all of the indicators should be shown for individual 
geographic areas. 

J. Social stratifiPation and mobility 

116. Concerns about social stratification relate not only tc the a1v1s1on of the 
population by major disparities in social status, living conditions an<l life-style but 
alsc to the extent to which indi vidu,sls do move from one class to ar.cther during their 
lifetime. Thus, these concerns include questions of the degree of intra- and inter
generational mobility, 

1. Social stratification 

117. In general, it is necessary to use indirect indicators to assess the extent to 
which a society is divided into social classes. Ihe series si,ggested in annexed 
table 2 deal with states (circumstances) which, in combination, are thought to be 
strategic in life-styles and patterns of living conditions in general and to □anifest 
social class. It is also thought that these states are correlated, one with the other. 
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The aggregates of the suggested series of indicators will, of course, come from the 
subsystems on the states under discussion. It is proposed tha-c the percentage dis
tributions of households and individuals should be compiled for categories of nation
al or ethnic origin and urban and rural areas, in addition to the population as a 
whole, in order to portray the exte:1t to which members of these groups fall into the 
various social strata and th2ir own degree of social stratification. 

2. Intra·g_<"ner!cl:~isnal.E:Jbility 
1
'118. Fewer aggre~ates are suggested for urposes of assess: ·.1g intra-generational 
mobility than portraying social ,stratification because of the difficulties of gather
ing and compiling the longitudinal data arrayed into fractile groups that are re
quired for the latter purpose. Fractile groups of households or individuals are to 
be used, as appropriate, because a:eus1:u·es of intra-generational mobility should re
late to shifts in the individuals' relative positicn in the distribution of wages 
and salaries, distributed factor incomes and net worth. The extent 1,;o which these 
shifts occur is indicated by tl:e proportion of the universe in question wl:o move 
from one f:ractile group to another; the di:reccion and rr:agnitw.de of the shifts are 
shown by the average percentage increase or decrease in these aggregates in con
stant prices. It is suggested that the indicators should be compiled for age, urban
rural, national or ethnic and socio-economic g:rnups at the first date of reference, 
in order to assess their degrees of int:ra-generaticnal mobility, Another approach 
to measuring intra-generational a:obility is to correlate the occupations and wages 
and sala:ries of employees and the distribui;ed factor incomes and net worth of house
holds, all in constant prices,at two dates. The closer the correlation :ratio is to 
zero, the greater is the intra-generational mobility. 

3- :nter-generai;ional mobility 

119. The suggested aggregates fo:r pu,,-poses of measuring inte:r-generational mobility 
are restricted to changes ir. socio-econor.,ic class and education fro:,i one generation 
to the other because it is imi;;ractical to compile information on the amounts of in
come in constant pr:ic.ein,r on fractile gy,oups of incomes cr,ofyears of schooling completed 
for fathers OY' mothers. ::t should be noted that differences in socio-economic class 
or in years of schooling bc?tween sons and ;t;athers may reflect two factors - changes 
common to the mass of a population and these pecaliar to individual members of the 
given population. The variance around the average di!'f'erence between sons and 
fathers is therefore the appropriate measure of inter-generational mobility. This 
is of ccurse also the case for comp;irisons between daughters and mothers~ As for 
intra-generational mobili t,r, the coO"relat on ratio "oet0,;een t ,e state of the son or 
daughter and that ,,f the father c:· mothei·, respectively is c.:. appropriate indicc.tor 
of the degree of inter-generational :cobility. This meaaure of mobility is similar 
to the variance around the average dif:erence. As in the case of intra-generational 
mobility, it is suggested tha.t the indicators under discussion should be compiled for 
national or ethnic and socio-economic groups in order to as3ess their degree of inter
generational mobility. 
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Table L Social conce;:-ns of the System of Social and 
Demographic Statistics (SSDS) and in the list of the Organisatior. 

for· Economic Co-operation and Development (oECD) 

SSDS subjeccs of OECD list of soc'al concerns1/ 
social concern ( some II sub-concerns:' 1'::.ave been omitted) 

A. Grovth of the population 

B. Geographic distribution 
of the population 

C. Family stability and 
cchesion 

I. Population 

Populatior. per se is not cove,·ej in the list of 
social concerns. !iowever, the list does specif.v 
that ali cor.cerns are intended to ·oe cross
classified by cha2.~acteristics such as u sex, age, 
socio-occupational-income status, region, or by 
urban/rural cornmunityn. In addition, nalrncs::. a:l 
concerns a.re mea~t :.o imply measures of state or 
level ..•. and rate of ciange over time". 

No counterpart in the OE8D list 

Learcing and educational services 

A, Educational attainments 
of tie population 

B, Use and d~stribution of 
educationa~ services 

C. Educational achievement 
and effic~ency -of educa
tional services 

No counterparts in the SSDS 

The acCJuisition by children of the basic knowle,:ge, 
skills and values necessary for their individual 
development and their successful funccioning in 
society. 

The availability of opportunities for continuing 
self-development and the propensity of indi y~dGals 
to use them. 

The maintenance and development by individuals oi 
;;he kno ledge, skills and flexibility required to 
fulfil tr,ei1· economic potential and to enable '.·.,,,,, 
'co ir.tegrate themselves in the economic proceeE ",f 
'they wish to do so. 

No counterpart in the OECD list 

The individual's satisfaction with the process of 
indiv.idual developc.ent through learning while te is 
in the process. 

Tie maintenance and development of tl1e cul tur2,l 
heritage relative to 2-ts positive contribution to the 
well-being of the members :,f various social gro,1p.s __________________________________ .. _____ ' 
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Table 1. Social concerns of the System of Social and 
Demographic Statistics (SSDS) and in the list of the Organisation 

fo:c Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (continued) 

SSDS subjects of 
social conc~rn 

OECD list of soci.al concernsY 
(scme "sub-concerns" have been omitted) 

III. Earning activities and the etr.ployment services 

A. :::.abour force participaticn 

B. Eir.ployment opportu.ni ty and 
security 

c. Employment mobility 

D. Employment compensation 

E. Working conditions 

F, Availability and perfor
mance of rc.anpo,;4er services 

No counterp.art in the SSDS 

]'he availability of gainful employment for those who 
desire it 

Tne {laality of working life: employment security, 
career prospects 

l,o cour,terpart in .;he OECD list 

':Lhe quaii7'y of working life: earnings and fringe 
benefits 

The quality of working l~fe: working conditions, 
employment-time, employment-related time and paid 
holidays, relat'ons among and participa'.:ionby 
employees, supervision, autonomy and job challenge· 

Ne coanterpart in the OECD list 

Indivickal satisfaction with the experience of 
working l:fe 

IV. Distribution of income, consumption and wealth 

A. Levels cf household income 
a.nd wealth 

B. Growth in household incorr;e 
and wealth 

n Level \., . of household con-
Sumption 

D. Growth in household con-
sumpti,,n 

E. Redistribution of income 
and consumption 

F. Ineq1:ality in the distri-
bution of in•::ome, cons11mp-
tioh and wealth 

Personal corn.11and over goods and services 

Q,ualHy, range of choice and accessibility of pri
vate and public goods and services 

Extent of eqliity in c:ce dist:cibution of command over 
goods and services 

rfumber of individuals experiencing material depriv&., 
tion 
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Table 1. Social concerns of the System of Social and 
Demographic Statistics (SSDS) and in the list of the Organisation 

for Economic Co-oper:?,tion and Development ( OECD) ( continued) 

SSDS subjects of 
social concern 

OECD list of social concernJc/ 
( some "sub-concerns" have been omitted) 

V, Social security and welfare services 

A. Scope of protection 
against loss of income and 
other hazards 

B. Use and magnitude of pro
tection against loss of 
income and other hazards 

A. State of health 

a. Length of life 

b. Disabilities 

B. Availability and use of 
health services 

C. Performance of health 
services 

VI. 

A. State and distribution of 
housing 

B. Adequacy of supply of 
housing 

C. Tenure and outlays on 
housing 

D. !'uhEc housing assistance 

No counterparts in the SSDS 

The protection of individuals and families against 
economic hazards 

Health and health services 

Thepprobability of a healthy life through all 
stages of the life cycle 

The impact of health impairments on individuals: 
the quality of health care in terms of reducing 
pain and restoring functional capabilities, the ex
tent of universal distl'ibution in the delivery of 
health care, the ability of the chronically impaired 
and permanently handicapped to participate more 
effectively society. 

No counterpart in the OECD list 

VIL Housing 

Housing conditions: cost and availability of s•iit
able dwe .lings, living space and i;,tilities of dwell
ings, accessibility to neighboi;,rhood shops and ser
vices, and workplaces, neighbourhood and environ
mental amenities 

No counterpart in the OECD list 

Population exposure to harmful and/or unpleasant 
pollutants 

The benefit derived by the population from the use 
and management of the environment 
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Table 1. Social concerns of the System of Social and 
Demographic Statistics (SSDS) and in the list of the Organisation 

for Economic Co-operation and Development (OE:::D) (continued) 

SSDS subjects of 
social concern 

VIII. 

A. Frequency and severity of 
offences and victimization 

B. Characters and treatment of 
offenders 

OECD lis~, of social. concernsjJ 
(some 11 sub-concerns" have been omitted) 

Pub:.ic order and safety 

Violence, victimization and harassment suffered by 
individuals 

Fairne~s and hwnanlty of the administration of 

Extent of confidence in the administration of 
,justice 

C. Performance of institutions No counterpart in the OECD list 

A. 

B. 
~ v, 

1,0 

A. 

B. 

:::. 

No 

IX. The allocation of time and the use of leisure 

The use of time 

The use of leisure 

The avail.ability and use 
leisure-time facilities 

coun~erpart in the SSDS 

of 

The avai:.ability of effective choices for the use of 
time: the accessibility and quality of leisu:ce-time 
opportunities, the time available fer personal devel
opment, family and social obligations, and sccial 
participation 

The flexibility of patceri:s of working time 

X. Social stratification and mobility 

Social stratification 

Intra-generational mobility 

Inte:c-generational mobility 

counterpart in ,:;he SSDS 

'fhe degree of social inequality: the extent of 
opportunity for social mobility, the degree of in
equality among social strata, the position of dis
advantaged groups 

The extent of opportunity for participation in com
munity life, institutions and decision-making 

List of social concerns common to most OECD countries, Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development, Manpower and Social Affairs Directorate, 
Paris 1973. 



Table 2. Series for selecting social indicators 

Concerns and items of data 

Growth of population 

l. Number and rates per 000 persons: 
net total increase, births and deaths, 
and net migration, specified periods 

2, Live births per l, 000 females of 
bearing age standardized in res 
age, specified periods 

child 
of 

Geographic distribution of population 

1. Number and percentage of population, 
specified dates 

stability and cot,!osion 

1. Numbe:r, percentage and average size of 
families, specified dlates 

2, Proportion and average duration of 
marriages broken separatit,J.1., divorce 
or death, periods 

Common classifications 
of the system 

I. Population 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, national or ethnic 
origin 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class 

Sex and age in urban
rural and in geogra.phic 
area 

Characteristic 
classifications 
of subs;[stem 

Urban-rural, national or Family type and si?.e 
ethnic origin, socio-
economic class 

Urban-rural, national or Family type and size 
ethnic ox·igin, socio-
economic class 

II. Learning and the educational services 

Educational a.ttairrnents of the population 

1. Percentage of population 10 yea.rs of 
age and over illiterate or at various 
degrees of literacy, specified dates 

Sex and age, urban-rural, Degrees of literacy 
national or ethnic ori-
gin, socio-economic 
class 

..... 

Characteristic 
classifications of 

other subs;[steros 

t,j 'ti ► t=J 
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Table 2. Se .. ::-:ic for selecting soc·ial indicators ( continued) 

--------------
Concerns ~nd items of data 

;ommo:i classifications 
of the system 

Ch-1.ruc teristic 
classifications ________ , _____ ---

,, ------ _____ , of subsystem 

services (continued) II. Learning and the educe1tiona1 

A. Educational att8,inments of the population 
( continued) 

2. Average years of schooling ( ful 1-tiBie 
equivalent,;) successfully comp1etecl by 
the popultltion at ,'llinimum school lea
vinc: age and over, Gpecified dates 

3. l!:xpected years 01 ,choolir>g ( full-time 
equivalents) successfully completed by 

rvivors, lat sch001 .. ~ntrance e.ge, at 
minimum schGol•~ leaving age 

B. Use and distribution of educational 
services 

1. Proportion of population between 5 and 
30 years of age enrolled in full-,time 
education, specified dates 

2. Proportion of population at or above 
minimum school-leaving age enrolled in 
part-time education, specified dates 

3. Per capita total consumption expendi-
ture year on education in con-
stant dol1ar-s 

4. Number and proportion of total enrol~ 
ment in full-time education, specified 
dates 

Sex and age, urban-rural, 
national oc ethnic ori-
gin, socio-economic 
class 

Sex, urban-rural, nation
al or ethnic origin, 
socio-economic class 

Sex and age f o·"~ totul pop
ule.tion; standardized for 
sex and age; ur'::ie:in-rure.1, 
national or ethnic origin, 
socio ... 2conom:Lc class 

Sex and age for total pop -
ulation; standardized fm· 
sex and o,ge: urban-:rural, 
national o:· ethnic origin, 
socio-economic class 

Urban-rural, institution- Level of education 
al sector 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area 

Level of education 
year (grade} of 
education and area 
of study, where 
appropriate 

""'' 
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Table 2. Series for selecting social indicatm·s ( continued) 

Concerns and items of data Common classifications 
of the system 

Characteristic 
classifications 
of subszstom 

II. Learning and the educational services ( continued) 

B. Use and distribution of educational 
services (continued) 

5. Number and proporti::m of total enrol
ment in part-time education, specified 
dates 

C. r:ducational achievement and efficiency of 
educational services 

1, Proportion of students beginning a lev
el of education in one year who comple
ted the level in a specified later year 

2, Dropout and retention rates during 
school year for students at minimum 
school-leaving age and ove,· 

3, Percentage distribution and median 
score of ei:aminees according to test 
scores 

~. Number of students per employed teach
er, specified dates 

5. Index numbers of output and unit-costs, 
specified periods 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area 

Sex, urban-rural, nation
al or ethnic origin, 
socio-economic class 

Sex and age, urban-rural, 
national or ethnic ori
gin, socio-f!conrnnic 
class 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, national or ethnic 
origin, socio-economic 
class 

Urban-rural, geogra.pfiic 
area 

Urban-rural, institution
al sector 

Level of education, 
area of study, 
where appropriate 

Level of ed:ication, 
area of study, 
where approp1·iate 

Level of education, 
area of study, 
where appropriate 

level of education 

Level of education, 
t-l,TGa of study, 
where appropri.ate 

Level of educe.tion, 
area of study, 
where feasible 

,,,. 

Characteristic 
classifications of 
other subsx_stems 
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of the system classif:'.cations classifications of· ~ 
of surciystem other subsystems 

for selcc'dng social indicators ( continu2d) 
• 

III. Earning activities and the employment services 

A. Labour force participation 

1. Proportion of economically active, 
persons above minimum employment age 
at specified period 

2. Expected years of working life at min
imum employment age and at 40 years of 
age 

B. Employment opportunities and secc;rity 

1. Number and proportion of economically 
active unemployed, specified periods 

2. Percentage distribution and average 
duration according to spell of unem
ployment, unemployed during specified 
periods 

3. Percentage distribution and average 
weeks employed according to number of 
weeks employed, economically active 
during entire year 

4. Average annual rate of growth in em
ployment 

5. Index numbers o~ accessions to, and 
separations fro, employment, speci~ 
fied periods 

Sex and age in the case of 
total population; stan
ardized for sex and age: 
urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin 

Sex, urban-rural, socio
economic class 

Sex and age, urban-rural, Occupation 
natio~1l or ethnic ori-
gin, socio-economic 
class 

Sex and age, urban-rural, 
national or ethnic ori
gin, socio-economic 
class 

Occupation, spell 
of unemployment 

Sex and age, urban-rural, Weeks employed 
national or ethnic ori-
gin, socio-economic 
class, kind of economic 
activity 

Geographic area, kind of 
economic activity 

Geographic area, kind of 
economic activi~y 

Level of education 
successfully 
completed 

Level of education 
successfully 
completed 



Table 2, Series for selecting social indicators (continued) 

Concerns and items of data Common classifications 
of the system 

Characteristic 
classifications 
of subs1:stem 

III. Earning activities and the employment services {continued) 

C. Employment mobility 

1. Proportion or employed as of two dates 
with occupational shifts and average 
number of shifts per person 

2, Proportion of employed as of two dates 
with shifts in industrial attachment 
and average number of shifts per person 

D. Employment compensation 

1. Median wages and salaries in ~urrent 
and constant dollars, full-time em
ployees during specified periods 

E. Working conditions 

1. Average hours of work per week, full
time employees during specified 
periods 

2, Rate per 10,000 man-hours worked and 
average days of bed disability and 
restricted activity per injury, tempo
rary disabling injuries during speci
fied periods 

3, Rate per 100,000 man-hours worked, 
permanently disabling injuries and 
deaths during specified periods 

4. Rate of occupational diseases per 
1,000 persons at risk during speci
fied periods 

Sex and age at first date, Occupation 
national or ethnic origin 

Sex and age at first date, 
"national or ethnic origin, 
kind of economic activity 

Sex and age, urban-rural, Occupation 
national or ethnic origin, 
socio-economic class, 
kind of economic activity 

Sex, kind of economic Occupation 
activity 

· Sex and age, kind of Occupation 
economic activity 

Sex and age, kind of Occupafiion 
economic activity 

Sex and age, kind of Occupation 
economic activity 

Characteristic 
classifications of 
other subs,tstems 

Fractile groups of 
wages and salaries 

Classification of 
injuries 

Classifications 
of chroni<: dis-
ability and of 
cause of death 

Classification 
of diseases 
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Table 2. ScrieG for selec social inC:cators (continued) 
-.-, 

--------------------------------------------=----,--.,..--,--c-----=---,----,----,--c---~ ~ ~ 
Ch2,racteristic Characteristic tr O '? 

Concerns and items of data Common classifications 
of the system classifications classifications of i1J 

of subsystem other subs,Ystems 

III. Ee.rning activit;ies and the employment services (continued) 

E. Working conditions (continued) 

5. Proportion covered by social security 
and private pension, insurance and 
and similar welfare schemes, engaged 
at specified dates 

6. Proportion receiving paid vacations, 
holidays an~ sick leaves and average 
number of days of each type of leave, 
employees during specified periods 

F'. Availability and performance of ,;,anpower 
services 

a. J.o'mployme n t exchanges 

l. Number and proportion registered 
with employment exchanges, econom
ically active and unemployed during 
specified periods 

2. Number and proportion referred, 
registrants during specified period 

3, Index numbers of output and unit
costs, specified periods 

b. Retr·a ining programmes 

J. Number and proportion enrolled, un
employed du ring specified pe.c iods 

Sex, kind of economic 
activity 

Sox, kind of economic 
aetivHy 

Sex and age, geographic 
area, national or ethnic 
origin, socio-economic 
class 

Sex and age, geographic 
area, national or ethnic 
origi~, socio-economic 
class 

Geographic area, insti
tutional sector 

SeK and age, geographic 
area, national or ethnic 
origin, socio-economic 
class 

Ocr:.upat,ion 

Occupation 

Occupation 

Occupation 

Occupation 

.Classification of 
diseases 



Table 2. Series for selecting social indicators (continued) 

Concerns and items of data Common classifications 
of the system 

Characteristic 
classifications 
of subsystem 

III. Earning activities and the employment services (continued) 

F, Availability and performance of manpower 
services (continued) 

b. Retraining programmes (continued) 

2. Proportion of entrants during spec
ified periods who successfully com
pleted training and who obtained 
employment during specified later 
periods 

3. Index numbers of output and unit
costs, specified periods 

Sex and age, geographic 
area, national or ethnic 
origin, socio-economic 
class 

Geographic area, insti
tutional sector 

Occupation 

Qccupatior, 

IV. Distribution of income, consumption and wealth 

A. I~vels of household income and wealth 

1. Median annual household available and 
distributed factor incomes in current, 
constant prices, per household and per 
household member 

2. Median household saving in current, 
or preferably, constant prices, 
specified dates 

3. Median household net worth in current, 
or preferably, in constant prices, 
spei::i-fied-d~s 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class, type and 
size of households, age 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class, type and 
size of household, age 

Fractile groups of' 
available or of 
distributed factor 
incomes 

Fractile groups of 
available income 
in current or con
stant prices, as 
appropriate 

Fractile groups of 
available income 
in current or con
stant prices as 
appropriate 

Characteristic 
classifications of 

other subsystems 

('.j >o > t•J 
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Table 2. Series for selecting social indicators (continued) 
t,Pu ► ttj 
::, I\) ;, " lltl Oll ::, n 
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,-,. i< • ----------------------------------------:::----,---,--,-,-----,,,---,------"'f--' \.J.j Characteristic Characteristic tr "' '? 

Concerns and iteros of data Common classifications 
of the system 

IV. Distribution of income, consumption 

B, Growth in household income 

1, Average annual rates of change during 
specified periods in annual household 
available and distributed factor in
comes in constant prices, per house
hold and per household member 

2. Average annual rates of change between 
specified dates in household saving at 
constant prices 

3. Average annual rate of change between 
specified dates in household net worth 
at constant prices 

c. Level of household consumption 

1, Median annual household personal con
sumption in current prices, or pref
erably, in constant prices, per house
hold and per household member 

2. Median annual total household consump
tion in current, or preferably, in con
stant prices, per household and per 
household member 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class, type and 
size of household, age 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class, type and 
size of household, age 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class, sex and 
age 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic origin, type and 
size of household, age 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class, ty-pe and 
size of household, age 

classifications classifications of 
subsystem other subsystems 

and wealth (continued) 

Fractile groups of 
available or of 
distributed factor 
incomes, as appro
priate 

Fractile groups of 
available income 

Fractile groups of 
available income 

Fractile groups of 
personal consump
tion and of avail
able income at cur
rent or constant· 
prices, as appro
priate 

Fractile groups of 
personal consump
tion in current or 
constant prices, 
as appropriate 

Vl 
0 



Table 2. Series for selecting social indicators ( continued) 

Concerns and items of data 
Common classifications 

of the system 

IV. Distribution of income, consumption 

C. Level of household consumption (continued) 

3. Average per capita weekly intake of 
calories, proteins and minerals, spec
ified periods 

i+. Proportion of households having spec-
ific of durable consumer goods at 

dates 

D. Growth in household consumption 

1. Average annual rate of change during 
specified periods in annual household 
personal consumption aL cons Lant prices, 
per household and per household member 

2. Average annual rate of 
specified periods in annual hr',sehold 
total conscimption at constant 
per household and per· household member 

E. Redistribution of income and consumption 

L Ratio of household available income to 
household distributed factor income 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic v,i~iL,. socio
economic class, type and 
size o:f household 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class, type and 
size of household, age 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class, type and 
size of household, age 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic orig:in, socio
economic class., type and 
size of household, age 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic socio-
economic c Jass, and 
size bf household 

Characteristic Characteristic 
classifications classifications of 
of subsystem other subsystems 

and wealth (continued) 

Fractile groups of 
personal consump
tion in current, 
or preferably, 
constant prices 

Frac tile groups of 
available income 
in current, or pre
ferably, constant 
prices 

Fractile groups of 
pernonal consump
tion in constant 

Fractile groups of 
personal consump
tion in constant 
pr:ices 

Fractile groups of 
distributed factor 
income 

Type and size of 
household 

:,,.'lj:,,.t,r 
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Tc.ble 2. Series ::or 8el ecting social indicators ( continued) 
t"l 'TI :,,. t,j 
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Common classifications classifications classifications of o. Concerns and items of data 
of the system of subsystem other subsystems 

IV. Distribution of income, consumption and wealth (continued) 

E. Redistribution of income and consumption 
(eontinued) 

2. Ratio of household total consumption 
to household personal consumption, per 
household and per household member 

F. Inequality in the distribution of income, 
consumption 

1
and wealth 

a. Household, income and net worth 

L Lorenz curves: annual household 
distributed factor incomes, avail
able incomes and net worth, per 
household and per household member 

2. Gini ratios: annual household dis
tributed factor incomes, available 
incomes and net worth, per house
hold and per household member 

b. Household consumption 

1. I~renz curves: annual household 
personal consumption and total con
sumption, per household and per 
household member 

2. Gini ratios: annual household per
sonal consumption and total con
sumption, per household and per 
household member 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin, socio-
economic class, and 
size of household 

Urba11-rural, national or 
ethnic origin 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic orie;in 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin 

Fractile groups of 
personal consump
tion 



Table 2. Series for selecting social indicators (continued) 

Concerns and items of data Common classifications 
of the system 

Characteristic 
classifications 
of subs1:stem 

V. Social security and welfare services 

A. Protection against loss of income and 
other hazards 

1. Proportion of persons at risk covered 
by social security and similar schemes, 
specified dates 

B. Use and l!l/3.gnitude of protection against 
loss of income and other hazards 

1. Proportion of individuals covered by 
social security and similar schemes 
receiving benefits and average bene
fits per person in current, or prefer
ably, constant dollars, specified 
periods 

2. Ratio of annual social security and 
similar benefits to annual available 
income, individuals receiving benefits 
during year 

3. Proportion of families and of popula
tion receiving public assistance and 
average benefits per person, in cur
rent, or preferably, constant dollars, 
specified periods 

4. Mumber and proportion of population in 
welfare institutions 

Sex and age, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class, institu
tional sector 

Sex and age, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class, institu
tional sector 

Sex and age, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class 

Sex and age, national or 
ethnic origin, geograph
ic area 

Sex and age, national or 
ethnic origin, kind of 
economic activity (in
stitution) 

Type of hazard 

Type of hazard 

Type of hazard 

,<.• 

Characteristic 
classifications of 
other subs1:stems 
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Table 2, Series for selecting social indicators (continued) 
,.,, 1::1 >cl > ts! 

~ p, ::, '--
;-, ~ i Q 

Concerns and items of data Coll)lllon classifications 
of the system 

..... >< • 
Characteristic Characteristic g:. ~ t 

classifications classifications of ~ 
of subsystem other subsystems 

VI, Health and health services 

A. State of health 

a. Length of life 

1. Expected years of life at birth and 
at age 40 

2, Rate per 1,000 persons at risk of 
neo-natal and post-natal deaths, 
specified periods 

3. Rate per 1,000 persons at risk of 
deaths, specified periods 

b. Disabilities 

1. Number per 1,000 persons at risk of 
persons with one or more days of 
bed disability and restricted a.cti
vity, specified periods 

2, Average duration of spells of per
sons with one or more days of bed 
disability and restricted activity, 
specified periods 

3. Number per 1,000 persons at risk of 
individuals with chronic functional 
disability, specified dates 

Sex, urban-rural, nation
al or ethnic origin, 
socio-economic class 

Sex; standardized for Cause of death 
sex: urban-rural, na-
tional or ethnic origin, 
socio-economic clas.s 

Sex and age; standardized Cause of death 
for sex and age: urban-
rural, national or ethnic 
origin, socio-economic 
class 

Sex and age; standardized 
for sex and age: l.trban
rura.1, national 9r ethnic 
origin, socio-economic 
class 

Sex and age; standardized 
for sex and age: urban
rural, national or ethnic 
origin, socio-economic 
class 

Sex and age; standardized 
for s.ex and age: urban
rural, national or ethnic 
origin, socio-economic 
clcss 

Classification of 
diseases and in
juries 

Classification of 
diseases and in
juries 

Classification of 
functional dis
abilities 



T'1.ble 2. Series for selecting soci.al indicators (continued) 

Concerns and items of data 

VI. 

B. Availability and use of health services 

1. Number of doctors, midwives and den
tists per 100,000 persons at risk, 
specified dates 

2. Number of hospital beds per 100,000 
persons at risk, specified dates 

3, Per capita annual total consumption on 
health in constant prices 

4. Proportions of households making annual 
personal consumption expenditure on 
health and their median expenditure per 
household member in current, or prefer
ably, constant prices 

Common classifications 
of the system 

Health and health services 

Urban-rural, geographic 
.area, kind of economic 
activity (health service) 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area 

Urban-rural, household 
goods and services (medi
cal care and health ex-
penses), institutional 
sector 

Age, urban-rural, nation
al or ethnic origin, 
socio-economic class, 
household goods and ser
vices (medical care and 
health expenses) 

5. Number of individuals with a current Sex, urban-rural, nation-
vaccination per 100,000 persons at risk, al or ethnic origin 
specified dates 

6. Number of hospital admissions per 
100,000 persons at risk and average bed 
days per patient, specified periods 

7. Number of hospital clinic out-patients 
per 100,000 persons at risk and average 
number of visits per out-patient, spec
ified periods 

Sex and age, urban-rural, 
geographic area, national 
or ethnic origin, socio
economic class 

Sex and age, urban-rural, 
geographic area, national 
or ethnic origin, socio
economic class 

Characteristic 
classifications 
of subs;y:stcm 

( continued) 

Type of vaccina
tion 

Classification of 
diseases and in
juries 

Classification of 
diseases and in
juries 

Characteristic 
classifications of 
other subs.:i::stems 

1''ractile groups of 
available income 
in current or con
stant prices, as 
appropriate 
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Table 2. Series for selecting social indicators (continued) 

Concerns and items of data 

VI. 

B. Availability and use of health services 
(continued) 

8. Number of perscins visiting doctors and 
dentists per 100,000 persons at risk 
and average number of visits per per
son, specified periods 

C. Performance of health services 

1. Ratio of average number of patient 
hospital bed days to available hospital 
bed days, specified periods 

2, Index numbers of the annual ouLpui; 
unit-costs of health services 

A. State and distribution of housing 

and 

1. Percentage distribution of households 
and persons according to type of living 
quarters, specified dates 

2. Average number of persons per room, 
specified dates 

Col!llllon classifications 
of the system 

Health and health services 

Characteristic 
classifications 

of subsistem 

(continued) 

Gex and age, urban-rural, Class:1fication of 
geographic area, national diseases and in...-
o:r ethnic origin, socio- .juries 
economic class 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, institutional sec
tor 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, kind of economic 
activity (health service) 
institutional sector 

VII. Housing 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, national or ethnic 
origin, socio-economic 
class, type and size of 
household 

Urban-rural, 
area, national or ethnic 
origin, socio-economic 
class, type and size of 
household 

Type of living 
quarters 

Characteristic 
classifications of 
other subsLstcms 

Fractile groups of 
available income 

Fractile groups of 
available income 
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Table 2, Series for selecting social indicators (continued) 

Concerns and items of data 
Common classifications 

of the system 

Characteristic 
classifications 
of subs~stem 

VII. Housing (continued) 

A. State and distribution of housing (continued) 

3. Percentage distribution of households 
and persons according Lo availability 
of water-supply, lighting, 
cooking a.nd bathing facil:l ties, speci
fied dates 

B. Ad~quacy of supply of housing 

1. Percentage of conventional dwelli.ng 
units occupied and vacant, specified 
dates 

2, Ratio of annual rates of net increase, 
conventional dwellings to households 

C, Tenure A.nd outlays on housi11g 

l. Percentage distribution of 
and persons in housing units 
to type of tenure 

2, Median annual amount per household and 
proportion spent on housing of annual 
personal cons um pt·; on in current prices 
and in constant prices 

Il. Public housing assistance 

1. R,1tio of annual total concurnption to 
annual person.al consumption spent on 
housing 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, national or ethnic 
origin, socio-economic 
class, type and size of 
household 

Urban-rural, 
area 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class 

\J:rban-rurn L, national or 
ethn:lc origin, socio
economic class 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic socio-
economic class 

Type of watcr
supply, toilet, 
lighting, cooking, 
bathing, facili
ties 

of water
supp 1 y, toilet, 

ing, cooking, 
bathing facili
ties 

Type of tenure 

.,.,. 

Characteristic 
classifications of 
other subs_;i::stems 

Fractile groups of 
available income 

Fractile groups of 
available income 

fracti le groups of 
available income, 
in current or con
stant prices.I' as 
appropriate 

Fractile groups of 
availablG income 
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Table 2. Series f'~r sc~lcctinc; social indicators (continued) 

Concerns and items of data 

D. Public housing assistance (continued) 

2, Annual government housing subsidies, 
capital transfers and loans to private 
enterprises and annual government 
housing current and capital transfers 
and loans to private non-profit bodies 

Common clll.ssifications 
of the system 
• 

Characteristic 
classifications 
of subszstem 

VII. !lousing ( continued) 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, institutional sec
tor, kind of economic 
activity 

VIII. Public order and safety 

A. Frequency and severity of offences and 
victimization 

1. Number of offences per 100,000 persons 
at risk, specified periods 

2. Number of human victims injured per 
100,000 persons at risk, specified 
periods 

3. Number of human victims with property 
loss per 100,000 persons at risk and 
and average value of loss, specified 

4. Number of institutional victims with 
property loss per 100,000 establish
ments at risk and average value of 
loss, specified periods 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, sex and age, 
national or ethnic origin, 
socio-economic class 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, sex and age, 
national or ethnic origin, 
socio-economic class 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, institutional sec-
tor, kind of economic 
activity 

'rype of offence 

Type of offence 

Type of offence 
type of property 
loss 

Type of offence, 
t;ype of property 
loss 

Characteristic 
classifications of 
other subszstems 

Type of government 
outlay 

Classification of 
injuries 
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Table 2. Series for selecting social indicators (continued) 

Concerns and items of data 
Common classifications 

of the system 

Characteristic 
classifications 
of subsy:stem 

VIII. Public order and safety (continued) 

B. Characteristics and treatment of 
offenders 

1. Number of offenders charged per 
100,000 population, specified periods 

2. Proportion of offenders charged who 
were convicted, specified periods 

3. Percentage distribution of offenders 
according to kind of sentence, speci
fied periods 

4. Number of sentenced inmates in correc
tional institutions per 100,000 popula
tion, specified dates 

5. Number of sentenced persons on proba
tion per 100,000 population, specified 
dates 

6. Average du1'ation of detention, persons 
released from detention during speci
fied periods 

C. Performance of institutions 

1. Proportion of reported offences during 
specified period cleared up by police 
authorities by specified later period 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, sex and age, na
tional or ethnic origin, 
socio-economic class 

Sex and age, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class 

Sex and age, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class 

Sex and age, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class 

Sex and age, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class 

Sex and age, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area 

Type of offence 

Type of offence, 
number of earlier 
convictions 

Type of offence, 
nu.mber of earlier 
convictions, type 
of offence, kind 
of sentence 

Kind of correc
tional institution 

Not charged, 
charged, or sen
tenced 

Type of offence, 
type of disposi
tion 

Characteristic 
classifications of 
other subsystems 
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Table 2, Series for selecting social indicators (continued) 

Concerns and items of data 
Common classifications 

of the system 

Characteristic 
classifications 
of subs,rstem 

VIII. Public order and safety (continued) 

C. Performance of institutions (continued) 

2. Average elapsed time from charge to 
disposition, initial judicial verdicts 
during specified periods 

3, Average number of inmates per cell or 
room, detention (correctional) insti
tutions as ·of specified dates 

4. Index numbers of the annual output and 
unit-costs of public order and safety 
institutions 

Geographic area 

Geographic area 

Purposes of government 
services, geographic 
area 

Type of offence, 
type of disposi
tion 

Kind of detention 
( correctional) 
institution 

IX. The allocation of time and leisure 

A. The use of time 

1. Proportion of persons devoting time to, 
and average percentage ( oi- amount) of 
their time spent on, various uses of 
time, specified periods 

2, Proportion of persons taking vacations 
during year and average duration of 
vacations 

B. The use of leisure 

1. Proportion of persons devoting leisure 
time to, and average percentage (or 
amount) of their time spent on, 
varlous uses of leisure, specified 
periods 

Sex and age, urban-rural, Uses of time 
national or ethnic ori-
gin, socio-economic class 

Sex and age, urban-rural, 
national or ethnic ori
gin, socio-economic class 

Sex and age, urban-rural, Uses of leisure 
national or ethnic ori- time 
gin, socio-economic class 

Characteristic 
classifications of 
other subs,rstems 
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Table 2, Series for selecting sod.al indicators (continued) 

Concerns and i terns of data 
Common classifications 

of the system 

Characteristie 
classtf'ications 
of subs;y:stem 

IX. The allocation of time and leisure (continued) 

B, The use of leisure (continued) 

2. Pe,' capita annual total consumption of 
leisure-time e;oods and serv·ices in 
constant prices 

3. Proportion of households making annual 
pe ,,sonal consumption expenditure on, 
and average amount per household mem
ber in current, or preferably, con
stant prices on, various leisure-time 

and services 

4. Proportion of persons clevot vacation 
time year to., und average per-
centage (er amount) of vacation time 
spent 0n, various uses 

C. 'f'he availability and use of leisure-time 
facilities 

1. Number of lei sure-time units ( es tab
lishments) per 000 population, 
specified dates 

2. Number of cinema, theatre, concert-hall, 
sport-stadium and similar recreaLional

seats per 1,000 i,;,,JJ,LLccc 

specified dates 

classifica
tion of household goods 
and services, institu
tional sector 

Age, urban-rural, na-
tional or ethnic, n, 
socio-economic c 
type and size of house
hold classification of 
household goods and ser
vices 

Sex and age, urban-rural, 
national or ethnic group, 
socio-economic class 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, kind of cconomLc 
activity (leisure-time 
service)., institutional 
sector 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, kind of economic 
activity (leisure-time 
institutional sector 

Uses of leisure 
time 

,,:,• 

Characteristic 
classifications ot 
other subsystems 

Fracti1e groups of 
ava_iJ able income 
in current or con
stant prices, as 
appropriate 

Ji'rac lile groups of 
available income 
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Table 2. Series for selecting social indicators (continued) 

Concerns and items of data 
Common classifications 

of the system 

Characteristic 
classifications 

of subs;i::stem 

IX. The allocation of time and leisure (continued) 

C. Availability and use of leisure-time 
facilities (continued) 

3. Number of admissions per 1,000 popula
tion, leisure-time services during 
specified periods 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, kind of economic 
activity (leisure-time 
service), institutional 
sector 

4. Number and average circulation of news- Urban-rural, geographic 
papers and magazines per 1,000 popula- area 
tions, specified periods 

5. Number of books avs,ilable per 1,000 Urban-rural, geographic 
population, pul,lic libraries at speci- area 
fie'.! dates 

6. Number of books sold a.nd circulated by Urban-rural, geographic 
public libraries per 1,000 population, area 
specified periods 

7. Number of members per 000 population, 
social, recreational, sport and similar 
clubs at specified dates 

8. Area of open public space per 1,000 
population, specified dates 

9. Proportion of households with televi
sion sets, radios, boats and other 
selected leisure-time durable goods, 
specified dates 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area, kind of economic 
activity (club or society), 
sex and age 

Urban-rural, geographic 
area 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin, socio• 
economic class, classifi
cation of household goods 
and services 

Characteristic 
classifications of 
other subs;:Lstems 

Fractile groups of 
available income 
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'i\,.blf: 2. Ccr~.e s for seJ ecting social i r,dicators ( continued) 

-----·----,-,---~----------
Concerns 3,nd i:~-emR of da,t3. 

Con::,,yi_on classlf:ications 
of the sy,i tcm 

Characteristic Characteristic 
classifications classifications of 
of subsystem other subsyster".s 

X. Social stratification and mobility 

A. Social stratification 

l. Percentage distribution of number of 
households (families) and numbers 
according to socio-economic class, 
specified dates 

2, Percentage distribut.ion of number of 
h0useholds (families) and members 
according to ~iie of distributed 
factor income'at current, or preferably; 
constant prices, specified periods 

3. Percentage distribution of households 
(families) and of members according to 
size of net worth at current, or pre
ferably, constant prices, specified 
dates 

4. Percentage distribution of persons 21 
years of age and over according to 
years of schooling {full-time equiva
lent) successfully completed, speci
fied dates 

B. Intra-generational mobility 

1. Propor·tion with shifts in occupation 
a.nd average number of shifts per per
son, identical employees at two 
dates 

National or ethnic origin 

Age, urban-rural, nation
al or ethnic origin 

Age, urban-rural, nation
al or ethnic origin 

Urban-rural, national or 
ethnic origin 

Sex and age a.t first date, 
urban-rural at first date, 
national or ethnic origin 

Occupation at. 
first date and 
at second 
date 

l>l '1j > t,j 
::, "' ;:, "'°" (JQ ;:, 0 
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'£able 2. Series for selecting social indicators ( continued) 
t,_j '1:1 :,, t,j 

:::, !l) p ----lltl OU :::S O 
r--' ro m z 

- f-'• >::,. --------------------------------------------------------------------"'"' '-"' 

Concerns ancl .items of data Common classifications 
of the s,vstem 

x. Social stratification and mobility 

B. Intra~generational !!lobility ( continued) 

2. Proportions with shifts from a lower 
•to a higher fractile gi0 oup of wages 
and salaries ( o:r- cvmpensatj_on of em
ployees), e.nd vice versa, and average 
percentase increase or decrease ln 
constant-price wages and salaries (or 
compensation of employees) identical 
employees as of two periods 

3, Proportions with shifts from a lower 
to a higher fractile group of distri
buted factor income and vice versa, 
and average percentage increase or 
decrease in constant-price distributed 
factor income, identical households 
(f,l.fililies) as of two periods 

4. Proportions with shifts from a lower 
to a higher fractile group of net 
worth, and vice versa, and a, .,rage 
percentage increase or decrease in 
constant-price net worth, identical 
households ( fa'll.ilies) as of two dates 

C. Inter-generational mobility 

1. Proportions of sons 21 years of age and 
over wlth different socio-economic 
class than their fathers at the same 
age 

Sex and age during first 
period, urban-rural dur
ing first period, nation
al or ethnic origin 

Age during first period, 
urban-rural during first 
period, national or eth
nic oriein, socio
economic class during 
firs£ period 

Age dui·ing first date, 
urb•0,n-rural during first 
date, national or ethnic 
origin, socio-eeonomic 
class 

Age of sons, national or 
ethnic origin, socio
economic class of sons 

-· i-l U'\ --_ Characteristic 
classifications 
of subszstem 

Characteristic 

(continued) 

classifications of 
other subsrstems 

Fractile groups of 
wages and salaries 
(compensation of 
employees) during 
each period, occu
pation during 
:first period 

]' rac tile groups of 
<tistributed factor 
income durine each 
period 

Fractile gToups of 
net worth at each 
.'!ate 
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Table 2, Series for selecting social indicators (continued) 

Concerns and items of data 
Comm.on classifications 

of the system 

Characteristic 
classifications 
of subs_;[stem 

X. Social stratification and mobility ( continued) 

C, C -,~c11c,. d .l-,,U~.L mobility ( continued) 

2, Perc,erttiige disLribution of sons 21 
years of age and over according to 
ratios between thei" a.nd fathers' 
years of schooling (full-time equi
valent) successfully completed. 

3, Percentage distribution of daughters 
21 years of age and over according to 
ratios between their and mothers' 
years of schooling (full-time equiva
lents) successfully completed 

National or ethnic origin, 
socio-economic class of 
sons 

National or ethnic origin, 
socio-economic cla.ss of 
daughters 

Characteristic 
classifications of 
other subs_;[stems 
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